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The information in this document forms part of the product disclosure statement (PDS) for CustomSuper dated 30 September 2017.
To understand how CustomSuper works, read the PDS, fact sheets and yourmember benefit schedule.

Information in this documentmay change from time to time.Wemay update information which is notmaterially adverse to you and
make it available at amp.com/au/pdsupdates. A paper copy of the update can also be obtained (at no charge) by calling us (details at
the end of this document) or from your financial adviser.

The informationprovided in this document is general information only anddoes not take into account your personal financial situation
or needs. You should obtain financial advice tailored to your personal circumstances.

If you would like advice on your insurance cover in this super product, contributions to your account or investment options, you can
call us on 1300 653 456. A fee will not be charged for this once-off intrafund advice. If you would like to obtain other financial advice,
ongoing financial advice or other information about your account, you should speak to a financial adviser.

CustomSuper is part of the AMP Superannuation Savings Trust. AMP Superannuation Limited is the trustee and is referred to as ASL,
trustee,we or us in this document.

No other company in the AMP group of companies or any of the investment managers of the investment options:
– is responsible for any statements or representations made in this document
– guarantees theperformanceof ASL’s obligations tomembers, or assumes any liability tomembers in connectionwith this product

Except as expressly disclosed in the PDS or a fact sheet:
– investments in the investment options are not deposits or liabilities of ASL, AMP Bank Limited ABN 15 081 596 009 (AMP Bank),

any other member of the AMP group or any of the investment managers
– no person guarantees the performance of this super product or any of the investment options, any particular rate of return or

the repayment of capital.

The trustee may enter into financial or other transactions with related bodies corporate in relation to this product. That related body
corporate may be entitled to earn fees, profits, reimbursements or expenses or other benefits in relation to any such appointment or
transaction and to retain them for its own account.

CustomSuper is managed and administered in accordance with the PDS, fact sheets and yourmember benefit schedule. We may
change thewayCustomSuper ismanaged and administered at any timewith, in the case of an increase in fees, at least 30 days’ notice.
Otherwise, notice will be provided before or as soon as practicable after the change occurs.

This offer is available only to persons receiving (including electronically) the PDS, fact sheets and themember benefit schedulewithin
Australia.

Changes to investment options

We regularly monitor our investment options and investment managers to ensure our range continues to suit the needs of our
customers.Wemayadd, closeor terminate investmentoptions, addnew investmentmanagers, aswell as change theaimandstrategy
and asset range or benchmark of an investment option at any time.Wewill notify you about anymaterial changes to the investment
options which may be after the change has occurred.

If you have money in an investment option that is terminated, we will switch your monies to an investment option with similar
risk/return profile.

Issued by AMP Superannuation Limited ABN 31 008 414 104, AFSL No. 233060, RSE Licence No. L0000550, the trustee of the AMP
Superannuation Savings Trust ABN 76 514 770 399.

You will receive a member benefit schedule with your welcome letter, which describes the benefits and features specific to your
membership of CustomSuper. Someemployersmayhavea tailoredMySuper arrangement. Yourmember benefit schedulewill contain
information on these arrangements that are specific to your plan. It may also note that some benefits and features in the fact sheets
may not apply to you. You or your family member may also request a copy by contacting us on 1300 653 456.



Approaches to investing
Weaimtogive youaccess to a rangeof leadingAustralian
and international investmentmanagers andprovide you
with the flexibility to change and switch investment
options.

We offer a number of different approaches to investing
including:
– MySuper – delivers an investment strategy that

continuously evolves with the changing stages of
your life

– LifeStages – which automatically switches your
account balance to more conservative multi-sector
(traditional) options as you get older. If you select
LifeStages, you cannot elect to be invested in any
other investment option (except thatmemberswho
were invested in LifeStages as a default investment
optionprior to the introductionofMySupermayhave
an investment in both LifeStages and MySuper)

– Index style investing
– Multi-manager investing
– Responsible Investment Leaders – multi-manager

responsible investing, and
– Single manager investing

Changes to investment options and
managers
We regularly monitor our investment options and
investment managers to ensure our range continues to
suit the needs of our customers. Wemay add, close or
terminate investment options, add new investment
managers, as well as change the aim and strategy and
asset range or benchmark of an investment option at
any time.Wewill notify you about anymaterial changes
to the investmentoptionswhichmaybeafter the change
has occurred. Other non-material changes will be
included in the AMP Investment Option Update
Document, available atwww.amp.com.au/pdsupdates.
If you have money in an investment option that is
terminated,wewill switch yourmoney to an investment
option with a similar risk/return profile.

Lifestages
Lifestages is a simple investment approach which
automatically lowers your investment risk as you get
older.

This means that when you are young, you will have a
larger portion of your super in markets like shares and
property (also knownasgrowthassets)whose values can
vary markedly but whose long-term return potential is
higher. As you move closer to retirement, the portion of
what are called defensive assets such as cash and fixed
interest, increases to reduce the risk of you losing your
money (capital). Although defensive assets are less
volatile than growth assets, their overall return potential
is also less. The aim is for your savings to bemore stable
in the years before retirement – when you have more to
risk and there’s less time to recover any short-term losses.

Lifestages is intended to be a whole of working life
strategy, so you cannot mix this strategy with any other
investments (Members who were invested in LifeStages
as a default investment option prior to the introduction
of MySuper may have an investment in both LifeStages
and MySuper).

The following table shows the different age bands, risk
profile and investments attached to each stage of
Lifestages.

Lifestages also gives you a choice of different investment
approaches depending on your investment level.

LifeStages – a
multi-manager
approach through
the Future
Directions
multi-sector
investment
options

AMP LifeStages
– a single
manager
approach
through the
AMP
multi-sector
investment
options

Risk profileAge
range

Underlying investment options

Future Directions
High Growth

AMP All GrowthAggressiveUnder
age 30

Future Directions
Growth

AMP High
Growth

Moderately
aggressive

Age 30
to 39

Future Directions
Balanced

AMP Balanced
Growth

BalancedAge 40
to 49

Future Directions
Moderately
Conservative

AMPModerate
Growth

Moderately
conservative

Age 50
to 59

Future Directions
Conservative

AMP
Conservative

ConservativeAge 60
& over
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Future Directions – expert risk profile
based investing
The Future Directions diversified investment range
combines expert investment management with risk
profile based portfolios. Each onemay invest in a variety
ofmarkets including shares, property, fixed interest, cash
and alternatives – both in Australia and overseas. AMP
Capital, the portfolio manager, conducts extensive
research to select managers ranging from large global
firms to boutique managers, and blends these to
constructmulti-managerportfoliosbasedon riskprofiles.
Each of the Future Directions investments caters for
different risk profiles: Conservative, Moderately
Conservative, Balanced, Growth and High Growth by
investing in a different combination of assets. AMP
Capital may review, replace or change the selected
managers or the investment allocations at any time to
ensure that risks are activelymanagedand the long term
performance objectives are achieved.

Specialist – multi-manager investing
The Specialist multi-manager approach blends
investment managers with different styles into single,
market based investments to delivermore stable returns
across different stages of the economic andmarket cycle.
AMPCapital, the investmentmanager appointedbyAMP
Life (and a company related to us) works with AMP’s
Advice Research teamusingAMP’s recommendedmodel
portfolio to select investment managers based on their
individual strengths and how their styles complement
each other. The Specialist investments can be used to
tailor your risk profile or build your own portfolio.

Index styled investing
The index investment range provides both risk profile
based and single market investments which aim to
achieve the same return (before fees) as the investment
market in which they invest. Each of the multi-sector
index investments caters for different risk profiles:
Conservative, Cautious, Moderately Conservative,
Balanced, Growth and High Growth using different
investment allocations. The single market index
investments, invest in a variety of markets including
shares, property, fixed interest, cash and alternatives –
both in Australia and overseas.

Single manager investing
CustomSuper offers a further range of investment
options if you want to build your own investment
portfolio.

Choosing your investment options
As this investment may be your main source of savings
for retirement, we suggest that you take a fewminutes
to read this section. It is intended tohelp youunderstand
your attitude to investment risks and returns. It is
important for you to consider your investment decisions
carefully and be comfortable with the level of risk that
may be needed to reach your investment goals.

We can helpminimise the risks of investing by providing
access to awide rangeof investmentoptions. This allows
investors todiversify their portfolios acrossdifferent asset
classes, investment managers, investment styles or to
select multi-sector investment options.

Before you start, there are three things to consider:

1. Your investment goals: Are they short-term or
long-term goals? Howmuch will you need?

2. Your timeframe:When do youwant to retire? If you’ve
already retired, how long will your money last?

3. Your attitude to risk : Are you comfortable with
negative returns in the short-term when seeking higher
returns over the long-term?Or, are youmore comfortable
with moderate and consistent returns?

This document provides general information on
investingand investmentoptions. It is not a substitute
for personal financial advice andwe recommend that
you consider obtainingadvice froma financial adviser
before selecting investment options.

Do I have to make an investment
choice?
If you do not select an investment option, your money
will be invested in an AMPMySuper investment option
until you provide us with instructions to change your
investment. Your AMPMySuper investment option is
outlined in your member benefit schedule. You can
change your investment options any time by logging in
to your secure online account at
amp.com.au/customsuper or by downloading the
investment options selection form.We recommend that
you consider obtaining advice from a qualified financial
adviser before changing your investment option(s).
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Deciding what type of investor you are
Everybody has a different investment goal, timeframe
and attitude to risk which will likely change over time,
dependingoncircumstancesand life stage. Tohelpdecide
what type of investor you are, youmay decide to consult
with a financial adviser. AMP provides online tools and
information which can help get you started. Visit
amp.com.au/investments.

Not all investment options suit everyone. The AMPWhat
investor style am I? risk simulator is a quick way to help
you work out your investment style and what types of
investments you might consider. It demonstrates the
relationshipbetween risk and returnaswell as the impact
of your time horizon. Visit amp.com.au/investorstyle.

There are a number of other calculators available from
AMP which you may also find useful. Just visit
amp.com.au/calculators. Alternatively we have
educational videos you may find helpful on
amp.com.au/videos.

Investment performance
If you are interested in up-to-date information on an
investment option’s performance history, visit our
website or call us. While historical performance shows
how an investment option has performed in the past, it
is not a reliable indicator of how it may perform in the
future. Performance of an investment option may vary
over time.

Securities lending
Securities lending is an arrangement where the holder
of securities agrees toprovide its securities to aborrower
for a specified period of time and the borrower agrees to
return equivalent securities at the end of that period, in
return for a fee. Theborrower is required topost collateral
as security for the borrowing. The aim of securities
lending is to generate positive investment returns but
this is not guaranteed. There are a number of risks
involved in securities lending. These include theborrower
failing to repay the securities lent and failing to pay calls
for collateral.

The trustee itself does not engage in securities lending.
However through the Life Policies the trustee holds with
AMP Life, it offers a variety of investment options whose
fund managers (including AMP Capital) may lend a
portion of their securities as part of their investment
strategy. AMP Life and AMP Capital have risk
management processes in place that require each
borrower to provide collateral for at least 100% of the
value of the securities loaned. The costs incurred for
securities lendingarepaidbyagreementwith the lending
agent and/or AMP Capital whereby the lending agent
and/orAMPCapital retain aportionof thegross revenue.
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Environmental and socially responsible
considerations
AMP Capital is the investment manager appointed by
AMP Life under an investment management agreement
with AMP Life and is the responsible entity for themany
managed investment schemes that AMP Life invests in.
It appoints itself and other companies outside the AMP
group (underlying external investment managers) to be
the investment managers of these schemes.

AMP Capital takes account of labour standards or
environmental, social or ethical considerations in the
selection, retention or realisation of investments relating
to the Fund to the extent set out below.

Over the next 12 months, AMP Capital (and ipac) will be
changing its approach, andwill be instructing its external
investment managers to change their approach, to how
labour standards, environmental, social, ethical and
governance (ESG) considerations are taken into account.
Todate, decisionsmadebyAMPCapital and their external
investmentmanagers about whether to buy, hold or sell
investments are based primarily on financial and
economic factors, and ESG issues may be taken into
account by AMP Capital or the external managers only
where they believe these factors may have a financially
material impact on the value and performance (risk
and/or return) of the investment.

Going forward, AMPCapitalwill take account of, andwill
instruct its external investmentmanagers to takeaccount
of, labour standards, environmental, social, ethical or
governance considerations in the selection, retention or
realisation of investments across all asset classes (other
than cash, sovereign bonds, derivatives, and exchange
traded funds), in the manner set out below.

AMP Capital acknowledges there are links between a
company's environmental and social impacts, thequality
of its corporate governance, and its long-term financial
success. AMP Capital has an ESG and Responsible
Investment (RI) Philosophy describing its approach to
considering these issues in their investment decision
making which is available at ampcapital.com.au/esg.

Selecting investment managers
Decisionsmade by AMPCapital aboutwhether to select,
appoint or remove investment managers are based
primarily on financial and economic factors, including
investment style and approach. AMP Capital conducts
due diligence in the selection, appointment and removal
of investment managers. As part of the due diligence
process, AMP Capital may ask thesemanagers how they
incorporate ESG considerations in their investment
analysis to develop a more comprehensive view of an
investee company's keybusiness risks, howtheyapproach

corporategovernance issuesandhowthey considerboth
of these matters are related to overall management
quality.

Selecting, retaining and realising investments
Decisions made by AMP Capital and the underlying
investmentmanagers about whether to buy, hold or sell
investmentswill still be based primarily on financial and
economic factors. ESG issues may be taken into account
byAMPCapital and theunderlying investmentmanagers
where they believe these factors may have a financially
material impact on the value and performance (risk
and/or return) of the investment.

Any additional or replacement investment manager
appointed may also take these matters into account in
line with their own ESG policy.

AMP Capital may also consult with their underlying
investmentmanagers from time to time to ascertain the
extent to which they incorporate ESG considerations in
their decision-making and stock selectionprocesses. This
may be undertaken through one-on-one meetings with
these managers, issuing ESG surveys, obtaining and
reviewing ESG policies from them and AMP Capital’s
monitoring of their proxy voting activities.

However, in addition to consideration of financial and
economic factors as noted above, AMP Capital may, in
exceptional circumstances, also exclude or divest
(negatively screen), and instruct itsunderlying investment
managers to exclude or divest, companies, asset types
or industry sectors where they have been determined as
contravening the following ethical principles as defined
in AMP Capital’s ESG and RI Philosophy. In making such
a decision, AMP Capital will take into account the extent
(if any) to which a company’s activities (conduct),
products or services:
– violate the principle of respect for persons which

affirms the intrinsic dignity of all people irrespective
of age, gender, race, religion and prohibits the
treatment of any human being merely as a means
to an end, and/or

– can be used without causing harm to others
including thosewhomay choose tomake use of the
relevant goods or services.

In undertaking its assessment AMP Capital will consider
(without limitation):
– Whether activities (conduct), products or services

contravene principles accepted under international
human rights laws including but not limited to UN
conventions;

– The principle of ‘double effect’ – which may allow
conduct that is not intrinsically wrong and is
undertaken for an ethically justified ‘principal effect’
even if it has an unintended harmful ‘secondary’
(double) effect. Where a form of conduct may have
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aharmful ‘double effect’, AMPCapitalwill assess the
extent to which the company is actively engaged in
minimising and mitigating the unintended harm,

– The extent to which the relevant activity, product or
service is material to the conduct of the company in
which the investment is to be made, and

– Any reasonable argument or rebuttal submitted in
good faith, as towhy an adverse assessmentmay be
based on an error of fact or assumption.

In summary, at present the application of the ethical
principles outlined above will result in the negative
screening of companies that AMP Capital believes have:
– known involvement in the production and

manufacture of, or essential or significant
involvement in the distribution and sale of, tobacco,
or

– material involvement in the manufacture,
maintenance or delivery of cluster munitions,
anti-personnel mines, chemical or biological
weapons.

It may be the case that in certain jurisdictions, for
regulatory or related reasons, AMP Capital may exclude
investments in other types of controversial weapons in
addition to those noted above.

AMP Capital may update or vary these exclusions from
time to time, following review and approval by the AMP
Capital’s Investment Committee. Further information
and detail on the application and scope of AMP Capital’s
ESG and RI Philosophy and a current list of sectors and
individual companies subject to exclusion are available
at ampcapital.com.au/esg.

Where AMP Capital has an investment management
agreement with an investment manager regarding
investments held in the investment option and AMP
Capital has determined that certain investments or
sectors contravene these ethical criteria, that manager
will be directedbyAMPCapital to exclude or divest those
securities using a process of negative screening and will
not include those securities in the option. Where an
existing investment is identified as contravening the
ethical criteria, it will be sold down by the underlying
investment manager generally within a period of up to
twelve months.

Where AMP Capital or an investment manager invests
in a pooled vehicle or fund managed by an external
investment manager and AMP Capital is unable to
influence exclusive control over the investable universe
of sucha vehicle or fund, thenegative screeningoutlined
above is not applied and such an investment will be
subject to whatever ESG policy is adopted by the
investment manager of that vehicle or fund.

AMP Capital's Investment Committee is responsible for
ensuring that any decision to negatively screen a
company, asset type or industry sector from the
investableuniverseof theoption takes intoaccount fund
investment objectives and strategy and
recommendations from AMP Capital’s research and
investment teams.

Adherence to andmonitoringof any excluded (negatively
screened) investments is overseen by AMP Capital’s
Investment Committee in consultation with AMP

Capital’s ESG and compliance monitoring functions and
isgenerally reviewedannually. Theunderlying investment
manager is responsible for ensuring theoption is invested
in line with the investment restrictions advised to it by
AMP Capital in accordance with its investment
management agreement.

More generally, except to the extent disclosed above in
relation to considerationof ESG issueswhere it is believed
these factors may have a financially material impact on
the value and performance of the investment, and
negative screening in exceptional circumstances on an
ethical basis, AMP Capital has no predetermined view
about what they regard to be a labour standard,
environmental, social or governance consideration or
how far they will be taken into account in the selection,
retention or realisation of investments relating to the
option.

Additional information about
Responsible Investment Leaders
AMP Capital’s Responsible Investment Leaders (RIL)
multi-manager range blends investmentmanagerswho
specifically recognise how broader social, ethical,
governance, labour andenvironmental factors like labour
standards, occupational healthand safety, corporateand
political corruption, carbon generation, and
environmental sustainability can impact long term
business success. These investment options also exclude
areas of high negative social impact and will avoid
investing in companies deemed by AMP Capital to have
known involvement in the production andmanufacture
of, or essential or significant involvement in the
distribution and sale of, tobacco, ormaterial involvement
in the manufacture or maintenance of controversial
weapons, i.e. landmines, cluster munitions, nuclear
weapons, chemical and biological weapons. In addition,
it will avoid investing in companies with greater than
10% of revenue to the production of nuclear power
(including uranium), armaments, alcohol, pornography
and gambling. In accordance with the Responsible
Investment Leaders Charter of Operation, the Fund will
not invest in companies with any exposure greater than
20% of revenue to mining thermal coal, exploration and
development of oil sands, brown-coal (or lignite),
coal-fired power generation, transportation of oil from
oil sands or the conversion of coal to liquid
fuels/feedstock.

Investment manager selection approach
The AMP Capital responsible investing approach follows
five key steps that combine a stringent investment
assessment with a responsible and ethical overlay; both
of which are critical in meeting the objectives of
producing competitive returns within a sustainable and
responsible framework.

Step 1 – Setting the investment objectives and
considerations
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RIL operates under distinct investment objectives. These
relate to the targeted financial return relative to a specific
benchmark and respective asset allocations. Social and
environmental considerations, as outlined in Step 3, are
consistent across RIL.

Step 2 – Identifying the manager universe

AMPCapital searches the responsible investingmanager
universe in Australia and overseas for the leading
managers that can meet requirements, both from
investment andethical perspectives. This search includes
seeking out managers across all asset classes.

Step 3 – Selecting the managers

Managers are assessed from both an investment and
environmental, social and governance (ESG) perspective.
The followingmanager characteristics areevaluated from
an investment perspective:
– A robust business model that demonstrates proper

governance and alignment structures, with a high
quality parent organisation

– appropriate scale or funds under management
– talented, experienced and sufficiently resourced

investment teams
– clearly defined and consistently applied investment

philosophy
– themanager’s investment philosophy andapproach

must be consistentwith the investment strategy for
the asset class

– a sound and disciplined investment process
– track record (both risk and return metrics).

From an environmental, social and governance
perspective, AMP Capital seeks out managers that are
identifying leaders across industries and are active in
their approach to the following responsible investing
issues:
– Environmental considerations – including energy

and resource use and product stewardship (for
example, where a company takes into account the
life cycle of the product, frommanufacture to the
extent to which the product can be recycled).

– Social considerations– including indigenous relations
and community involvement.

– Ethical considerations – including meeting
fundamental human rights, and articulating and
implementing a code of conduct.

– Labour standards – including occupational health
and safety, International Labour Organisation
standards, working conditions and the exclusion of
child labour.

– Governance considerations – including meeting
corporategovernanceguidelines onboard structures
and remuneration. Additionally, investment
managers and fundswill alsobewell regarded if they
actively participate in corporate engagement and
governance initiatives.

Managers are also required toavoid companies operating
within sectors with recognised high negative social
impact. This means that RIL will avoid exposure, either
directly or indirectly through underlying managers and

funds, to companies with material exposure to the
production or manufacture of alcohol, armaments,
gambling, pornography, tobacco and nuclear power
(including uranium). Material exposure is considered to
be where AMP Capital believes a company has known
involvement in the production and manufacture of, or
essential or significant involvement in the distribution
and sale of, tobacco, or material involvement in the
manufacture or maintenance of controversial weapons
or a company derivesmore than 10% of its total revenue
from the other industries outlined above. RIL will not
invest in companies which have a material exposure to
the most carbon intensive fossil fuels by excluding any
company that has more than a 20% exposure (as
measuredbypercentageofmarket capitalisation, or other
appropriate financialmetric) to one, or a combination of
mining thermal coal, exploration and development of oil
sands, brown-coal (or lignite) coal-firedpowergeneration,
transportation of oil from oil sands and conversion of
coal to liquid fuels/feedstock. The fixed interest
component of the RIL range may invest in green bonds
from entities, that would otherwise be excluded by the
fossil fuel or nuclear power exclusion, if we can are
satisfied that they meet appropriate internationally
recognised green bond criteria. Green bonds are bonds
issued to provide funding for projects set up to deliver
positive environmental or social benefits (suchasprojects
related to clean water or renewable energy).

Responsible investing policies vary between
underlying managers
Managers are assessed with respect to their ability to
achieve the guidelines detailed above. At a minimum,
eachmanager selectedexcludes investment incompanies
with material exposure to the sectors identified above
as having high negative social impact. Managers may
also apply other considerations due to commercial,
geographical or other influences.

For instance, somemanagers may impose wider
restrictions on the industries that can be considered or
must be avoided.

Step 4 – Determining the optimal manager mix

When determining the optimal manager mix,
consideration is given to the investment style and risk
diversification of the managers, with the aim of
generating a style neutral blend that most effectively
provides stable returns across fluctuatingmarket cycles.

Step 5 – Monitoring and operational governance

Two specialist committees – the Investment Committee
and the Ethics Committee – monitor the managers and
the asset allocations for RIL, maintain RIL’s responsible
investing integrity, and oversee the overall operation of
the RIL product range. Specific tasks include analysing
the ongoing performance and style of the underlying
managers (from a financial perspective), as well as the
stock listings andgovernanceandengagement initiatives
(from a responsible investing perspective).
1. Investment Committee – The Investment Committee

is responsible foroverseeingandapproving investment
decision-making, including strategic asset allocation
andmanager selection. It also performs amonitoring
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function, incorporating performance measurement
and risk management. The Investment Committee
includes investment professionals fromwithin AMP
Capital and advisers appointed to provide advice on
investment manager selection, as well as other
investment research. Except in limited circumstances,
advisers are paid for these services and they are not a
cost to RIL. AMP Capital, or any of the appointed
advisers, may terminate a current consulting
arrangement, and aspects of an arrangement may
change.

2. Ethics Committee – The Ethics Committee is
responsible for responsible investing integrity and
corporate governanceandengagement, andperforms
two key tasks:
– Overseeing the investments to ensure they reflect

RIL's responsible investing objectives
– Providing inputonmatters ofpriority for corporate

engagement and governance, where
environmental, social or ethical issues, or labour
standards, are relevant.

The Ethics Committee includes responsible investing
research and investment professionals fromwithin AMP
Capital, and client representatives. In performing its key
tasks, the Ethics Committee refers to the guidelines
outlined in the Responsible Investment Leaders Charter
of Operation. A copy of the Charter is available online at
ampcapital.com.au.

Asset classes
The AMP Capital responsible investing approach, which
addresses environmental, social and governance (ESG)
factors, applies to the Australian and international share
components of RIL, together with direct property
investments, corporate and government bonds, and
alternative investments.

Retention and realisation policies
While the companies invested in are monitored on an
ongoing basis, there is a formal reassessment of each
company at least every two years. If a company falls
below investible responsible investment standards, and
no longer meets negative screening criteria, it is to be
sold within six months. Investments in companies may
also be divested for purely economic reasons. This policy
will be monitored, and breach may lead to termination
of the relevant underlying investment manager.

Further information
RIL investments are generally not geared. However, they
are not restricted in the amount they can borrow and
theymay borrow tomeet short-term liquidity needs. For
further information on the RIL investment options,
including the list of current investmentmanagers, speak
to your financial planner or visit the website
ampcapital.com.au and follow the prompts to
multi-manager investing.
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Managing your risks
The following steps are important inmanaging your risks
associated with investing in the investment options we
offer:
1. Obtain professional advice to determine whether the

investment option(s) suit your investment objectives,
financial situation and particular needs.

2. Carefully read all the information in the PDS and fact
sheets before investing, including any updates
provided through PDS or Investment Option updates.
Visit amp.com.au/customsuper for details.

3. Consider investmentoptionsalongwithyourpreferred
investment timeframe and risk appetite. Please note
that investing for any suggestedminimuminvestment
timeframe for an investment option does not
eliminate the risk of loss.

4. Regularly review your investments in light of your
investment objectives, financial situation and
particular needs.

Diversification
Diversification in simple termsmeansnotputtingall your
eggs in one basket. It's a way to spread risk by investing
in different markets as these rise and fall at different
times. This can also include using a range of different
investment managers as well as different investment
styles.

Reviewing your choices
While it is important to think carefully about which
investmentoptions you select, the appropriate selections
can change over time. As your personal preferences,
financial situation and long-term goals change, you
should rethink your investment strategy and adjust the
mix to meet your new needs. In any case, an annual
reviewof your investment choices is usuallyworthwhile.

Standard Risk Measure
TheStandardRiskMeasure isbasedon industry standards
to allowmembers to compare investment options that
are expected to deliver a similar number of negative
annual returns over any 20-year period.

Each investment option described in this document
includes a Standard Risk Measure. The table below sets
out the Standard Risk Measure bands/labels used for
each investment option based on the estimated number
of negative annual returns that an investment option
mayexperienceover any20-year period.Negative annual
returns may not occur in consecutive years.

Estimatednumberofnegative
annual returns over any
20-year period

Risk labelRisk
band

Less than 0.5Very low1

0.5 to less than 1Low2

1 to less than 2Low to medium3

2 to less than 3Medium4

3 to less than 4Medium to high5

4 to less than 6High6

6 or greaterVery high7

The StandardRiskMeasure is not a complete assessment
of investment risk. For instance, it does not detail what
the size of a negative return could be or if a positive
return is less than an investor may need to meet their
objectives. And it doesn’t take into account the impact
of administration fees and tax on the likelihood of a
negative return.

Members should still ensure they are comfortable with
the risks andpotential lossesassociatedwith their chosen
investment option/s.

For further information on the methodology used to
establish the Standard Risk Measure, please go to
amp.com.au/customsuper.

Risk of particular investment strategies
Some investments and investment managers use
particular strategies which may change the risks of
investing. Such strategies may include:

DescriptionStrategy

This is the process of borrowing money to
purchase assets. Gearing can magnify an

Gearing

investment’s potential gains or losses. There is
also a risk the assets will be exposed to increases
in interest rates, which increases the borrowing
cost andmay reduce the potential returns of the
investment.

Short selling is a technique used by investors in
order to profit from the falling price of an asset.

Short
selling

The aim of short selling is to sell at a higher price
and buy the asset at a later time, at a lower price.
This form of activemanagement can increase an
investor’s ability to generate additional returns.
Due to the nature of short selling, the potential
amount of loss to the relevant investment option
maybegreater than formore traditional purchase
and sale transactions, as the potential increase
in price of the asset sold (andhence the potential
loss) is unlimited. Furthermore, the lender of the
borrowed stock may recall it prior to the period
deemedoptimal by the investmentmanager, and
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DescriptionStrategy

this may result in the inability to achieve the
targeted profits on the trade.

Derivatives can be used for many purposes,
including hedging to protect an asset against
market fluctuations, reducing transaction costs,

Derivatives

achieving a desired market exposure and
maintaining benchmark asset allocations.
Derivatives can also be used to implement the
investment objective of the investment option.
Risks of using derivatives include:
– price or basis risk: The risk that aprice change

in the market underlying a derivative
contract, or in the derivative contract itself,
is not matched by the price change in the
derivative position held.

– leveraging risk: The risk that any losses will
be magnified by creating greater exposure
to a market than that of the assets backing
the position.

– liquidity risk: The risk that a derivative
position cannot be reversed.

– default risk: The risk that the party on the
other side of a derivative contract defaults
on payments.

Investment managers may use derivatives such
as options, futures, swaps or forward exchange
rate agreements. The use of derivatives by
investment managers is in accordance with the
guidelines of the investment strategy, the
objectives of the investment option, and the
relevant risk management processes on the use
of derivatives.

Additional information on hedge fund
disclosure
Australian Securities Investments Commission
(ASIC) Regulatory Guide 240: Hedge Funds
TheAustralianSecurities InvestmentsCommission (ASIC)
hasdevelopednewregulation to improve the information
available to investors on the classification of hedge funds
and on the way hedge funds invest. RG 240 prescribes
benchmark and disclosure principles that may further
assist you inmakingan informeddecisionaboutwhether
to invest.

In summary, RG240 Information requiresAMP todisclose
information relevant to the investment options,
including:
– details of the investment strategy
– thepeople responsible formanaging the investment
– the structure
– the holding of assets
– the ability to realise assets in a timely manner
– the maximum leverage
– the use of derivatives
– any use of short selling, and
– how you canwithdraw from the investment option.
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The fees applying to your investments
This sectionprofiles the investment options available and their applicable fees and costs. The fees showndonot include
any fee rebates that may apply to you – read themember guide for further details.

AMPMySuper investment option
The AMPMySuper investment option gives you access to an investment solution that takes you all the way through
your superannuation savings journey. This approach, known as lifecycle investing, delivers an investment strategy that
continuously evolves to align with the changing stages of your life.

Fees and costs apply based on the balance held in the AMPMySuper investment option.

Additional administration feesmay apply regardless of your account balance.

AMySuper fee rebatemay also apply, which has the effect of reducing yourMySuper administration fee.

See the fees and other costs section in themember guide fact sheetfact sheet for further information.

Costs are variable and may be more or less than the estimated amounts shown which are based on the known actual
or estimated costs incurred for the last financial year. Past costs are not a reliable indicator of future costs.

The fees and costs applicable to each investment option are shown in the tables below. Please refer to both Table
1 and Table 2 for the applicable fees and costs that relate to each investment option.

Table 1 - Fees and indirect costs

Transaction
cost

allowance(iv)

Total
fees and
indirect
costs

Indirect cost ratioInvestment and administration

fees(i)
Investment option

Total
indirect
cost ratio

Estimated
other
indirect

costs(iii)

Estimated
performance
based

fees(ii)

Total feesAdmin-
istration
fee

Investment
fee

%% pa% pa% pa% pa% pa% pa% pa

+/- 0–0.381.710.670.300.371.040.640.40AMPMySuper 1990s

+/- 0–0.381.670.630.240.391.040.640.40AMPMySuper 1980s

+/- 0–0.381.660.620.230.391.040.640.40AMPMySuper 1970s

+/- 0–0.311.590.550.280.271.040.640.40AMPMySuper 1960s

+/- 0–0.301.430.390.310.081.040.640.40AMPMySuper 1950s

+/- 0–0.311.580.540.480.061.040.640.40AMPMySuper Capital Stable

The fees you actually pay are reduced by 15% to allow for the tax deduction passed on to you.(i)
These amounts are not an indication of future performance and should not be relied on as such. If the investment performance
of a particular asset class is better than the set benchmark the performance based fee could be much higher. Refer to the fees
and other costs section of themember guide fact sheet for more information.

(ii)

Refer to the fees and other costs section of themember guide fact sheet for more information on other indirect costs.(iii)
The transaction costs allowance is based on the latest information available to us at the date of this document. The transaction
cost allowance can change at any time andmay exceed the maximum amount shown. Refer to the fees and other costs section
of themember guide fact sheet for more information.

(iv)
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Table 2 - Transaction, property operating and borrowing costs

Estimated
borrowing

costs(i)

Estimated
property
operating

costs(i)

Estimated transaction costsInvestment option

Net
transaction

costs(i)

(excluded
from other
indirect
costs)

Net
transaction
costs
(included in
other
indirect
costs)

Net
transaction
costs

Less:
Recovered
by
transaction
cost
allowance

Gross
transaction
costs

% pa% pa% pa% pa% pa% pa% pa

0.070.040.120.200.320.110.43AMPMySuper 1990s

0.070.040.100.140.240.170.41AMPMySuper 1980s

0.070.040.080.120.200.180.38AMPMySuper 1970s

0.050.030.090.150.240.150.39AMPMySuper 1960s

0.040.010.130.170.300.120.42AMPMySuper 1950s

0.040.000.230.320.550.000.55AMPMySuper Capital Stable

These amounts are excluded from other indirect costs disclosure under the indirect cost ratio in Table 1. Refer to the fees and
other costs section of themember guide fact sheet for more information.

(i)

Choice investment options
Fees and costs apply based on the balance held in choice investment options.

Additional administration feesmay apply regardless of your account balance.

An administration fee rebatemay also apply, which has the effect of reducing your administration fee.

See the taxes and fees section in themember guide fact sheet for further information.

Costs, including any cost amounts included in the investment fee, are variable and may be more or less than the
estimated amounts shownwhich are based on the known actual or estimated costs incurred for the last financial year.
Where an investment option is new, or was first made available during this or last financial year, we have estimated
the cost that apply to the current financial year. Past costs are not a reliable indicator of future costs.

The fees and costs applicable to each investment option are shown in the tables below. Please refer to both Table
1 and Table 2 for the applicable fees and costs that relate to each investment option.

Table 1 - Fees and indirect costs

Transaction
cost

allowance(v)

Total
fees and
indirect
costs

Indirect cost ratioInvestmentandadministration fees(i)Investment category/option

Total
indirect
cost
ratio

Estimated
other
indirect

costs(iv)

Estimated
performance
based

fees(iii)

Total
fees

Admin-
istration

fee(ii)

Investment
fee

%% pa% pa% pa% pa% pa% pa% pa

Multi-Sector (Traditional) investment options
Conservative

+/- 0–0.242.170.200.180.021.971.44(vi)0.53AMP Conservative

+/- 0–0.161.800.110.11n/a1.691.440.25Conservative Index

+/- 0–0.272.500.560.460.101.941.440.50Future Directions Conservative

+/- 0–0.222.430.290.290.002.141.440.70Responsible Investment Leaders
Conservative

Cautious

+/- 0–0.161.750.040.04n/a1.711.440.27Cautious Index

Moderately Conservative

+/- 0–0.302.190.190.170.022.001.44(vi)0.56AMPModerate Growth
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Transaction
cost

allowance(v)

Total
fees and
indirect
costs

Indirect cost ratioInvestmentandadministration fees(i)Investment category/option

Total
indirect
cost
ratio

Estimated
other
indirect

costs(iv)

Estimated
performance
based

fees(iii)

Total
fees

Admin-
istration

fee(ii)

Investment
fee

%% pa% pa% pa% pa% pa% pa% pa

+/- 0–0.322.700.710.490.221.991.440.55Future Directions Moderately
Conservative

+/- 0–0.171.850.130.13n/a1.721.440.28Moderately Conservative Index

Balanced

+/- 0–0.462.380.390.260.131.991.44(vi)0.55AMP Balanced Growth

+/- 0–0.211.860.120.12n/a1.741.440.30Balanced Index

+/- 0–0.342.910.870.460.412.041.440.60Future Directions Balanced

+/- 0–0.382.580.340.340.002.241.440.80Responsible Investment Leaders
Balanced

Moderately Aggressive

+/- 0–0.502.390.240.120.122.151.44(vi)0.71AMP High Growth

+/- 0–0.382.910.820.400.422.091.440.65Future Directions Growth

+/- 0–0.211.920.150.15n/a1.771.440.33Growth Index

+/- 0–0.442.500.210.210.002.291.440.85Responsible Investment Leaders
Growth

Aggressive

+/- 0–0.542.440.250.190.062.191.44(vi)0.75AMP All Growth

+/- 0–0.402.940.800.370.432.141.440.70Future Directions High Growth

+/- 0–0.251.950.160.16n/a1.791.440.35High Growth Index

Multi-Sector (Specialist) investment options
Specialist

+/- 0–0.301.810.560.560.001.250.940.31AMP Capital Dynamic Markets
(Series 2)

+/- 0–0.293.310.720.390.332.591.441.15AMP Capital Multi-Asset

+/- 0–0.262.970.380.230.152.591.441.15AMP Capital Premium Growth

+/- 0–0.602.961.170.190.981.791.44(vi)0.35BlackRock Global Allocation

+/- 0–0.302.430.090.09n/a2.341.44(vi)0.90ipac Income Generator

+/- 0–0.402.540.100.10n/a2.441.44(vi)1.00Schroder Real Return

Single Sector investment options
Australian shares

+/- 0–0.502.410.170.17n/a2.241.440.80Alphinity Australian Share

+/- 0–0.502.400.210.21n/a2.191.440.75AMP Capital Equity

+/- 0–0.402.720.380.38n/a2.341.440.90AMP Capital Equity Income
Generator

+/- 0–0.402.560.220.22n/a2.341.440.90Ausbil Australian Active Equity

+/- 0–0.201.850.010.01n/a1.841.440.40Australian Share Index

+/- 0–0.502.400.160.160.002.241.440.80BT Australian Share

+/- 0–0.502.410.170.170.002.241.440.80DNR Capital Australian Equities
High Conviction

+/- 0–0.302.250.070.070.002.181.440.74Ironbark Karara Australian Share
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Transaction
cost

allowance(v)

Total
fees and
indirect
costs

Indirect cost ratioInvestmentandadministration fees(i)Investment category/option

Total
indirect
cost
ratio

Estimated
other
indirect

costs(iv)

Estimated
performance
based

fees(iii)

Total
fees

Admin-
istration

fee(ii)

Investment
fee

%% pa% pa% pa% pa% pa% pa% pa

+/- 0–0.505.982.210.621.593.771.44(vi)2.33K2 Australian Absolute Return

+/- 0–0.503.781.420.291.132.361.44(vi)0.92Macquarie High Conviction

+/- 0–0.402.460.220.22n/a2.241.440.80Perennial Value Australian Share

+/- 0–0.402.710.370.37n/a2.341.440.90Perennial Value IncomeWealth
Defender

+/- 0–0.502.500.160.16n/a2.341.440.90Perpetual Industrial Share

+/- 0–0.402.550.160.16n/a2.391.440.95Plato Australian Shares Income

+/- 0–0.502.620.280.280.002.341.440.90Responsible Investment Leaders
Australian Share

+/- 0–0.402.320.080.08n/a2.241.440.80Schroder Australian Equities

+/- 0–0.502.320.130.130.002.191.440.75Specialist Australian Share

+/- 0–0.803.970.910.640.273.061.44(vi)1.62
Specialist Geared Australian

Share(vi)

+/- 0–0.402.360.120.12n/a2.241.440.80Yarra Australian Equities

Small capitalisation shares

+/- 0–0.702.950.460.460.002.491.441.05Specialist Australian Small
Companies

Global shares

+/- 0–0.802.920.210.21n/a2.711.441.27AberdeenEmergingOpportunities

+/- 0–0.603.480.840.800.042.641.44(vi)1.20Antipodes Global

+/- 0–0.272.880.150.15n/a2.731.44(vi)1.29Arrowstreet Global Equity

+/- 0–0.342.480.040.04n/a2.441.441.00BlackRock Scientific Hedged
International Share

+/- 0–0.342.500.060.06n/a2.441.441.00BlackRock Scientific International
Share

+/- 0–0.602.350.110.070.042.241.440.80Fidelity Global Equities

+/- 0–0.402.930.340.34n/a2.591.441.15Grant Samuel EpochGlobal Equity
Shareholder Yield (Unhedged)

+/- 0–0.351.870.030.03n/a1.841.440.40International Share Index

+/- 0–0.202.400.040.040.002.361.440.92Magellan Global

+/- 0–0.502.670.230.230.002.441.441.00Responsible Investment Leaders
International Share

+/- 0–0.352.560.460.160.302.101.440.66Schroder Global Active Value

+/- 0–0.352.780.590.350.242.191.440.75Specialist Hedged International
Share

+/- 0–0.352.670.480.240.242.191.440.75Specialist International Share

+/- 0–0.232.710.020.02n/a2.691.44(vi)1.25Walter Scott Global Equity

+/- 0–0.602.380.140.14n/a2.241.440.80Zurich American Century Global
Growth

Property and infrastructure

+/- 0–0.502.860.420.42n/a2.441.441.00AMPCapital Global Infrastructure
Securities (Hedged)
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Transaction
cost

allowance(v)

Total
fees and
indirect
costs

Indirect cost ratioInvestmentandadministration fees(i)Investment category/option

Total
indirect
cost
ratio

Estimated
other
indirect

costs(iv)

Estimated
performance
based

fees(iii)

Total
fees

Admin-
istration

fee(ii)

Investment
fee

%% pa% pa% pa% pa% pa% pa% pa

+/- 0–0.602.470.280.28n/a2.191.440.75AMP Capital Global Property
Securities

+/- 0–0.502.200.060.06n/a2.141.440.70AMP Listed Property Trusts

+/- 0–0.502.430.130.13n/a2.301.44(vi)0.86Legg Mason Australian Real
Income

+/- 0–0.201.880.040.04n/a1.841.440.40Property Index

+/- 0–0.252.680.240.230.012.441.441.00RARE Infrastructure Value

+/- 0–0.452.600.310.300.012.291.440.85Specialist Property and
Infrastructure

+/- 0–0.402.410.070.07n/a2.341.440.90UBS Clarion Global Property
Securities

+/- 0–0.502.330.090.09n/a2.241.440.80UBS Property Securities

Alternative strategies

+/- 0–0.072.400.110.11n/a2.291.440.85Alternative Index

+/- 0–0.603.150.510.51n/a2.641.441.20Invesco Global Targeted Returns

+/- 0–1.043.900.660.660.003.241.44(vi)1.80Winton Global Alpha

Diversified bonds

+/- 0–0.272.500.260.26n/a2.241.440.80PIMCO Diversified Fixed Interest

+/- 0–0.242.270.280.28n/a1.991.440.55SpecialistDiversified Fixed Income

Australian bonds

+/- 0–0.201.930.090.09n/a1.841.440.40AMP Australian Bond

+/- 0–0.402.190.100.10n/a2.091.440.65AMP Capital Corporate Bond

+/- 0–0.201.780.040.04n/a1.741.440.30Australian Fixed Interest Index

+/- 0–0.302.160.170.17n/a1.991.440.55Macquarie Income Opportunities

+/- 0–0.242.080.090.09n/a1.991.440.55Schroder Fixed Income

Global bonds

+/- 0–0.302.530.240.24n/a2.291.440.85AB Dynamic Global Fixed Income

+/- 0–0.702.720.380.38n/a2.341.440.90Bentham Global Income

+/- 0–0.122.120.030.03n/a2.091.440.65BlackRock Global Bond

n/a2.580.090.09n/a2.491.44(vi)1.05Franklin Templeton Multi-Sector
Bond Fund

+/- 0–0.201.860.120.12n/a1.741.440.30Global Bond Index

Cash, short-term securities and deposits

n/a1.740.000.00n/a1.741.440.30AMP Cash Plus

n/a0.790.000.00n/a0.790.540.25AMP Super Cash

n/a0.790.000.00n/a0.790.540.25AMP Term Deposits

The fees you actually pay are reduced by up to 15% to allow for the tax deduction passed on to you in relation to the fees charged
by us.

(i)

The administration fee includes the Stronger Super fee of 0.04%. The Stronger Super fee helps to recover the costs associated
with Stronger Super, a program of changes introduced by the Federal Government designed to streamline and strengthen
Australia's superannuation system. This fee is expected to cease by 1 November 2018.

(ii)

These amounts are not an indication of future performance and should not be relied on as such. If the investment performance
of a particular asset class is better than the set benchmark the performance based fee could be much higher. Refer to the fees
and other costs section of themember guide fact sheet for more information.

(iii)
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Refer to the fees and other costs section of themember guide fact sheet for more information on other indirect costs.(iv)
The transaction costs allowance is based on the latest information available to us at the date of this document. The transaction
cost allowance can change at any time andmay exceed the maximum amount shown. Refer to the fees and other costs section
of themember guide fact sheet for more information.

(v)

The investment fee for these investment options includes estimates of costs deducted from underlying investments. These
estimated amounts may vary and as a result the investment fee for these investment options may be more or less than the
amounts shown. In particular:

(vi)

– The Specialist Geared Australian Share investment option has an investment fee of 0.90% pa that is charged on the gross
asset value of the underlying investments. Refer to the additional information about Specialist Geared Australian Share in
this fact sheet for more information.

– The ongoing investment fee for the K2 Australian Absolute Return investment option is estimated to be 2.10% pa due to a
reduction in the fees charged in the underlying investments in July 2017. As a result ongoing total fees and indirect costs
are estimated to be 5.75% pa.

Table 2 - Transaction, property operating and borrowing costs

Estimated
borrowing

costs(i)

Estimated
property
operating

costs(i)

Estimated transaction costsInvestment category/option

Net
transaction

costs(i)

(excluded
from other
indirect
costs)

Net
transaction
costs
(included in
other
indirect
costs)

Net
transaction
costs

Less:
Recovered
by
transaction
cost
allowance

Gross
transaction
costs

% pa% pa% pa% pa% pa% pa% pa

Multi-Sector (Traditional) investment options
Conservative

0.030.070.140.110.250.000.25AMP Conservative

0.00n/a0.020.090.110.000.11Conservative Index

0.050.010.140.250.390.000.39Future Directions Conservative

0.000.000.100.120.220.000.22Responsible Investment Leaders
Conservative

Cautious

0.00n/a0.020.020.040.000.04Cautious Index

Moderately Conservative

0.040.080.090.100.190.120.31AMPModerate Growth

0.060.010.140.270.410.030.44Future Directions Moderately
Conservative

0.00n/a0.010.110.120.000.12Moderately Conservative Index

Balanced

0.060.080.090.150.240.340.58AMP Balanced Growth

0.00n/a0.010.110.120.000.12Balanced Index

0.060.020.120.270.390.020.41Future Directions Balanced

0.040.000.210.190.400.010.41Responsible Investment Leaders
Balanced

Moderately Aggressive

0.030.050.040.050.090.220.31AMP High Growth

0.070.010.100.280.380.030.41Future Directions Growth

0.00n/a0.000.130.130.000.13Growth Index

0.000.000.300.140.440.000.44Responsible Investment Leaders
Growth

Aggressive

0.030.030.110.130.240.050.29AMP All Growth

0.040.000.110.280.390.000.39Future Directions High Growth
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Estimated
borrowing

costs(i)

Estimated
property
operating

costs(i)

Estimated transaction costsInvestment category/option

Net
transaction

costs(i)

(excluded
from other
indirect
costs)

Net
transaction
costs
(included in
other
indirect
costs)

Net
transaction
costs

Less:
Recovered
by
transaction
cost
allowance

Gross
transaction
costs

% pa% pa% pa% pa% pa% pa% pa

0.00n/a0.010.150.160.000.16High Growth Index

Multi-Sector (Specialist) investment options
Specialist

0.00n/a0.000.330.330.010.34AMPCapitalDynamicMarkets (Series
2)

0.260.000.010.220.230.010.24AMP Capital Multi-Asset

0.11n/a0.010.120.130.030.16AMP Capital Premium Growth

0.00n/a0.000.180.180.000.18BlackRock Global Allocation

0.000.000.110.080.190.000.19ipac Income Generator

0.00n/a0.040.100.140.000.14Schroder Real Return

Single Sector investment options
Australian shares

0.00n/a0.100.170.270.000.27Alphinity Australian Share

0.00n/a0.280.210.490.010.50AMP Capital Equity

0.00n/a0.220.380.600.100.70AMP Capital Equity Income
Generator

0.00n/a0.050.220.270.000.27Ausbil Australian Active Equity

0.00n/a0.010.010.020.000.02Australian Share Index

0.00n/a0.090.160.250.020.27BT Australian Share

0.00n/a0.220.170.390.000.39DNRCapital Australian EquitiesHigh
Conviction

0.00n/a0.000.070.070.010.08Ironbark Karara Australian Share

0.00n/a0.020.480.500.010.51K2 Australian Absolute Return

0.00n/a0.100.290.390.260.65Macquarie High Conviction

0.00n/a0.000.220.220.010.23Perennial Value Australian Share

0.00n/a0.000.370.370.000.37Perennial Value IncomeWealth
Defender

0.00n/a0.100.160.260.000.26Perpetual Industrial Share

0.00n/a0.460.150.610.000.61Plato Australian Shares Income

0.00n/a0.480.270.750.000.75Responsible Investment Leaders
Australian Share

0.00n/a0.040.080.120.000.12Schroder Australian Equities

0.00n/a0.060.110.170.000.17Specialist Australian Share

2.03n/a0.940.301.240.001.24Specialist Geared Australian Share

0.00n/a0.070.120.190.000.19Yarra Australian Equities

Small capitalisation shares

0.00n/a0.380.440.820.000.82Specialist Australian Small
Companies

Global shares

0.00n/a0.070.060.130.000.13Aberdeen Emerging Opportunities
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Estimated
borrowing

costs(i)

Estimated
property
operating

costs(i)

Estimated transaction costsInvestment category/option

Net
transaction

costs(i)

(excluded
from other
indirect
costs)

Net
transaction
costs
(included in
other
indirect
costs)

Net
transaction
costs

Less:
Recovered
by
transaction
cost
allowance

Gross
transaction
costs

% pa% pa% pa% pa% pa% pa% pa

0.00n/a0.010.130.140.000.14Antipodes Global

0.00n/a0.120.150.270.030.30Arrowstreet Global Equity

0.00n/a0.000.040.040.010.05BlackRock Scientific Hedged
International Share

0.00n/a0.000.060.060.010.07BlackRock Scientific International
Share

0.00n/a0.310.060.370.010.38Fidelity Global Equities

0.00n/a0.000.320.320.150.47Grant Samuel Epoch Global Equity
Shareholder Yield (Unhedged)

0.00n/a0.030.030.060.000.06International Share Index

0.00n/a0.040.020.060.010.07Magellan Global

0.01n/a0.400.140.540.000.54Responsible Investment Leaders
International Share

0.00n/a0.220.130.350.010.36Schroder Global Active Value

0.00n/a0.230.240.470.000.47SpecialistHedged International Share

0.00n/a0.230.170.400.010.41Specialist International Share

0.00n/a0.000.020.020.000.02Walter Scott Global Equity

0.00n/a0.300.090.390.000.39Zurich American Century Global
Growth

Property and infrastructure

0.00n/a0.040.300.340.020.36AMP Capital Global Infrastructure
Securities (Hedged)

0.00n/a0.140.190.330.240.57AMP Capital Global Property
Securities

0.00n/a0.050.050.100.050.15AMP Listed Property Trusts

0.00n/a0.000.040.040.060.10Legg Mason Australian Real Income

0.00n/a0.010.040.050.010.06Property Index

0.00n/a0.000.130.130.000.13RARE Infrastructure Value

0.090.070.040.130.170.010.18Specialist Property and Infrastructure

0.00n/a0.000.060.060.000.06UBS Clarion Global Property
Securities

0.00n/a0.060.090.150.000.15UBS Property Securities

Alternative strategies

0.00n/a0.000.100.100.000.10Alternative Index

0.00n/a0.000.290.290.180.47Invesco Global Targeted Returns

0.00n/a0.060.400.460.000.46Winton Global Alpha

Diversified bonds

0.00n/a0.690.040.730.020.75PIMCO Diversified Fixed Interest

0.00n/a0.330.150.480.000.48Specialist Diversified Fixed Income

Australian bonds

0.00n/a0.040.020.060.040.10AMP Australian Bond
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Estimated
borrowing

costs(i)

Estimated
property
operating

costs(i)

Estimated transaction costsInvestment category/option

Net
transaction

costs(i)

(excluded
from other
indirect
costs)

Net
transaction
costs
(included in
other
indirect
costs)

Net
transaction
costs

Less:
Recovered
by
transaction
cost
allowance

Gross
transaction
costs

% pa% pa% pa% pa% pa% pa% pa

0.00n/a0.080.030.110.010.12AMP Capital Corporate Bond

0.00n/a0.040.040.080.000.08Australian Fixed Interest Index

0.000.000.110.030.140.000.14Macquarie Income Opportunities

0.00n/a0.100.080.180.000.18Schroder Fixed Income

Global bonds

0.00n/a0.370.080.450.020.47AB Dynamic Global Fixed Income

0.00n/a0.000.300.300.240.54Bentham Global Income

0.00n/a0.000.030.030.000.03BlackRock Global Bond

0.00n/a0.260.010.270.000.27Franklin Templeton Multi-Sector
Bond Fund

0.00n/a0.090.040.130.000.13Global Bond Index

Cash, short-term securities and deposits

0.00n/a0.000.000.000.000.00AMP Cash Plus

0.00n/a0.000.000.000.000.00AMP Super Cash

0.00n/a0.000.000.000.000.00AMP Term Deposits

These amounts are excluded from other indirect costs disclosure under the indirect cost ratio in Table 1. Refer to the fees and
other costs section of themember guide fact sheet for more information.

(i)
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Each investment appears under a category which classifies it based on its strategy or the market in which it invests.

The following illustration explains the information provided for each investment shown on the following pages.
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AMPMySuper give you access to an investment solution
that takes you all the way through your superannuation
savings journey. This approach, known as lifecycle
investing, delivers an investment strategy that
continuously evolves to align with the changing stages
of your life.

Your super contributions will be invested in the AMP
MySuper investment option specific to your decade of
birth. In this investment, the investment strategy and
asset allocation changes as the investment risk profile
of your age group changes.

This means that younger investors will have
higher-growth investment strategies because they have
a longer period to retirement and canafford to takemore
risk. However, for investors approaching retirement,
investments will focus more on preserving the capital
built up and reduce risk.

Most importantly, your investments will be actively
managed as you get older - even if you haven't told us
how to invest your super.

The following table shows the different decades of birth
and thenameof theapplicableAMPMySuper investment
option.

AMPMySuper investment optionDecade of birth

AMPMySuper 1990s1990s or later

AMPMySuper 1980s1980s

AMPMySuper 1970s1970s

AMPMySuper 1960s1960s

AMPMySuper 1950s1950s

AMP Capital StablePrior to 1950

How will AMP’s lifecycle investing work?
Using the AMPMySuper 1990s investment option as an example the following diagram shows how the lifecycle
investment will work.
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AMPMySuper

Who are these options suitable for?

Investors who do not actively choose an investment option and are seeking to grow their super to deliver, at the
point of retirement, an adequate pool of assets to fund their retirement strategy. For each age group, the investment
strategy of the AMPMySuper investment is adapted progressively to meet the average member’s objective with
younger members seeking higher returns through greater exposure to riskier assets.

As the members approach retirement the strategies shift to preserve capital through a higher allocation to more
stable defensive assets.

Retirement age is assumed to be 65.

Members will be invested in the applicable AMPMySuper investment option based on their decade of birth.

AMPMySuper 1990s

Aim and strategy: The aim of this investment option is to
provide long-term returns primarily from capital growth but
also with some income, through a diversified portfolio. This
investment option is anaged-based investment,meaning that
its strategy has been designed to meet the investment needs
of the average investor born in the 1990s. The asset allocation
and ranges are determined with reference to the investment
option’s stage of the lifecycle; the time horizon to retirement
and the average investor’s capacity to take on risk. Initially,
this investment optionwill hold a higher allocation to growth
assets. As its investors approach retirement, the asset
allocation of the investment option will progressively shift,
increasing the weight to defensive assets in order to preserve
capital.
International investments may be partially or fully hedged
back to Australian dollars. Subject to certain conditions, the
underlying investments may use derivatives (such as options,
futures, forwards and swaps) and engage in short selling.
Investment objective: Aims to achieve a rate of return of 4.5%
above theConsumerPrice Index, after feesandsuperannuation
tax, over the suggested investment timeframe.
Suggested minimum investment timeframe: 10 years
Standard risk measure: 6/ High

Lifetime
ranges (%)

Ranges (%)Benchmark
(%)

Asset class

0–4523-4332Australian
shares

0–4527-4735Global shares

0–220–2215Growth
alternatives

0–150–155Australiandirect
property

0–140–144Global listed
property

0–270–274Global direct
infrastructure

0–130–120Defensive
alternatives

0–410–254Australian
bonds

0–410–200Global bonds

0–1000–251Cash

AMPMySuper 1980s

Aim and strategy: The aim of this investment option is to
provide long-term returns primarily from capital growth but
also with some income, through a diversified portfolio. This
investment option is anaged-based investment,meaning that
its strategy has been designed to meet the investment needs
of the average investor born in the 1980s. The asset allocation
and ranges are determined with reference to the investment
option’s stage of the lifecycle; the time horizon to retirement
and the average investor’s capacity to take on risk. Initially,
this investment optionwill hold a higher allocation to growth
assets. As its investors approach retirement, the asset
allocation of the investment option will progressively shift,
increasing the weight to defensive assets in order to preserve
capital.
International investments may be partially or fully hedged
back to Australian dollars. Subject to certain conditions, the
underlying investments may use derivatives (such as options,
futures, forwards and swaps) and engage in short selling.
Investment objective: Aims to achieve a rate of return of 4.5%
above theConsumerPrice Index, after feesandsuperannuation
tax, over the suggested investment timeframe.
Suggested minimum investment timeframe: 10 years
Standard risk measure: 6/ High

Lifetime
ranges (%)

Ranges (%)Benchmark
(%)

Asset class

0–4523-4332Australian
shares

0–4527-4735Global shares

0–220–2215Growth
alternatives

0–150–155Australiandirect
property

0–140–144Global listed
property

0–270–274Global direct
infrastructure

0–130–120Defensive
alternatives

0–410–254Australian
bonds

0–410–200Global bonds

0–1000–251Cash
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AMPMySuper 1970s

Aim and strategy: The aim of this investment option is to
provide long-term returns primarily from capital growth but
also with some income, through a diversified portfolio. This
investment option is anaged-based investment,meaning that
its strategy has been designed to meet the investment needs
of the average investor born in the 1970s. The asset allocation
and ranges are determined with reference to the investment
option’s stage of the lifecycle; the time horizon to retirement
and the average investor’s capacity to take on risk. Initially,
this investment optionwill hold a higher allocation to growth
assets. As its investors approach retirement, the asset
allocation of the investment option will progressively shift,
increasing the weight to defensive assets in order to preserve
capital.
International investments may be partially or fully hedged
back to Australian dollars. Subject to certain conditions, the
underlying investments may use derivatives (such as options,
futures, forwards and swaps) and engage in short selling.
Investment objective: Aims to achieve a rate of return of 4.5%
above theConsumerPrice Index, after feesandsuperannuation
tax, over the suggested investment timeframe.
Suggested minimum investment timeframe: 10 years
Standard risk measure: 6/ High

Lifetime
ranges (%)

Ranges (%)Benchmark
(%)

Asset class

0–4119-3931Australian
shares

0–4323-4333Global shares

0–220–2215Growth
alternatives

0–150–155Australiandirect
property

0–140–144Global listed
property

0–270–274Global direct
infrastructure

0–120–120Defensive
alternatives

0–250–255Australian
bonds

0–230–221Global bonds

0–250–252Cash

AMPMySuper 1960s

Aim and strategy: The aim of this investment option is to
provide long-term returns from both capital growth and
income, throughadiversifiedportfolio. This investment option
is an aged-based investment, meaning that its strategy has
been designed to meet the investment needs of the average
investor born in the 1960s. The asset allocation and ranges
are determined with reference to the investment option’s
stage of the lifecycle; the time horizon to retirement and the
average investor’s capacity to take on risk. Initially, this
investment option will hold more growth assets than
defensive. As its investors approach retirement, the asset
allocation of the investment option will progressively shift,
increasing the weight to defensive assets in order to preserve
capital.
International investments may be partially or fully hedged
back to Australian dollars. Subject to certain conditions, the
underlying investments may use derivatives (such as options,
futures, forwards and swaps) and engage in short selling.
Investment objective: Aims to achieve a rate of return of 3.0%
above theConsumerPrice Index, after feesandsuperannuation
tax, over the suggested investment timeframe.
Suggested minimum investment timeframe: 10 years
Standard risk measure: 5/ Medium to high

Lifetime
ranges (%)

Ranges (%)Benchmark
(%)

Asset class

0–3110-3023Australian
shares

0–3112-3224Global shares

0–200–219Growth
alternatives

0–140–144Australiandirect
property

0–140–133Global listed
property

0–270–274Global direct
infrastructure

0–130–135Defensive
alternatives

0–360–3513Australian
bonds

0–340–3210Global bonds

0–300–285Cash
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AMPMySuper 1950s

Aim and strategy: The aim of this investment option is to
provide returns primarily from income but with some capital
growth, throughadiversified portfolio. This investment option
is an aged-based investment, meaning that its strategy has
been designed to meet the investment needs of the average
investor born in the 1950s. The asset allocation and ranges
are determined with reference to the investment option’s
stage of the lifecycle; the time horizon to retirement and the
average investor’s capacity to take on risk. This investment
option will typically hold more defensive assets than growth,
and this ratio will increase further as its investors near
retirement, in order to preserve capital.
International investments may be partially or fully hedged
back to Australian dollars. Subject to certain conditions, the
underlying investments may use derivatives (such as options,
futures, forwards and swaps) and engage in short selling.
Investment objective: Aims to achieve a rate of return of 2.5%
above theConsumerPrice Index, after feesandsuperannuation
tax, over the suggested investment timeframe.
Suggested minimum investment timeframe: Under 5 years
Standard risk measure: 4/ Medium

Lifetime
ranges (%)

Ranges (%)Benchmark
(%)

Asset class

0–272-2619Australian
shares

0-253-2517Global shares

0–120–146Growth
alternatives

0–130–132Australian direct
property

0–130–133Global listed
property

0–250–252Global direct
infrastructure

3Global listed
infrastructure

0–100–106Defensive
alternatives

0–390–3917Australianbonds

0–390–3615Global bonds

0–440–4110Cash

AMPMySuper Capital Stable

Aim and strategy: The aim of this investment option is to
provide returns primarily from income, though with some
capital growth, throughadiversifiedportfolio. This investment
option is anaged-based investment,meaning that its strategy
has been designed to meet the investment needs of the
average investor born before 1950. As capital stability is the
priority of this investment option, itwill holdmostly defensive
assets such as fixed interest and cash.
International investments may be partially or fully hedged
back to Australian dollars. Subject to certain conditions, the
underlying investments may use derivatives (such as options,
futures, forwards and swaps) and engage in short selling.
Investment objective: Aims to achieve a rate of return of 2.0%
above theConsumerPrice Index, after feesandsuperannuation
tax, over the suggested investment timeframe.
Suggested minimum investment timeframe: Nominimum
Standard risk measure: 3/ Low to medium

Lifetime
ranges (%)

Ranges (%)Benchmark
(%)

Asset class

0–252-2316Australian
shares

0–253-2515Global shares

0–140–146Growth
alternatives

0–130–130Australiandirect
property

0–140–134Global listed
property

0–260–254Global listed
infrastructure

0–100–106Defensive
alternatives

0–410–3918Australianbonds

0–410–4018Global bonds

0–1000–10013Cash
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Conservative

Who are these options suitable for?

Investors seeking stability of capital and who are
prepared to accept lower returns to achieve this
objective. Returns are primarily from income as well
as some capital growth over the short to medium
term, achievedby investingmainly in defensive assets
with some exposure to growth assets. A low level of
volatility can be expected from time to time.

AMP Conservative

Aim and strategy: To provide returns greater than those from
cash over the short to medium term through a diversified
portfolio, with a core of cash and fixed interest and some
exposure to shares and property.
Suggested minimum investment timeframe: 3 years
Standard risk measure: 3/ Low to medium

Ranges (%)Benchmark (%)Asset class

0–2212Australian shares

0–2010Global shares

0–51Growth alternatives

0–103Listed property and
infrastructure

0–166Direct property and
infrastructure

0–50Defensive alternatives

9-4425Australian bonds

11-3620Global bonds

7-4723Cash

Conservative Index

Aim and strategy: To provide returns primarily from income
aswell as some capital growthover the short tomediumterm,
by investing mainly in defensive assets with some exposure
to growth assets. Exposure to individual asset classes will be
attained through the use of index-focussed investment
managers. This investment option seeks to provide an
index-focused solution to diversified investing. Through a
process of diversifiedmarket analysis combinedwith selection
of the most appropriate investment managers for each
underlying asset class, this investment is designed to provide
market tracking returns over the suggested investment
timeframe.Global Sharesmaybepartially or fully hedgedback
to Australian Dollars.
Suggested minimum investment timeframe: 3 years
Standard risk measure: 2/ Low

Ranges (%)Benchmark (%)Asset class

5–25N/AAustralian shares

0–20N/AGlobal shares

0–15N/AGrowth alternatives

0–10N/AAustralian andglobal
property securities

15–35N/AAustralian bonds

10–30N/AGlobal bonds

15–35N/ACash

Future Directions Conservative

Aim and strategy: To provide moderate returns over the
medium term through a diversified portfolio, with a bias
towards defensive assets such as cash and fixed interest. The
portfolio aims to achieve a rate of return above inflation after
costs over a three-year period.
Suggested minimum investment timeframe: 3 years
Standard risk measure: 3/ Low to medium

Ranges (%)Benchmark (%)Asset class

0–2010Australian shares

0–2011Global shares

0–206.5Growth alternatives

0–201.5Direct property

3Global listed property

0–205Defensive alternatives

10–5523Australian bonds

5–4020Global bonds

0–5020Cash
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Responsible Investment Leaders Conservative

Aim and strategy: To provide a total return (primarily income
with some capital growth) after costs and before tax, above
the return from the relevant benchmarks of the underlying
investments on a rolling three-year basis. The portfolio invests
in all asset classes, with a core of cash and fixed interest and
some exposure to shares and property.
With the exception of cash, the portfolio is managed using a
responsible investment approach, which focuses on investing
in companies that contribute to a socially andenvironmentally
sustainable world (see additional information about
Responsible Investment Leaders - multi-manager responsible
investing for more information).
Suggested minimum investment timeframe: 3 years
Standard risk measure: 3/ Low to medium

Ranges (%)Benchmark (%)Asset class

0–2011Australian shares

0–2011Global shares

0–105Global listed
property

15–5524Australian bonds

0–5024Global bonds

15–5025Cash

Cautious

Who are these options suitable for?

Investors seeking stability of capital and who are
prepared to accept modest returns to achieve this
objective. Returns are primarily from income as well
as some capital growth over the short to medium
term, achievedby investingmainly in defensive assets
with some exposure to a diversified range of growth
assets. A low level of volatility is expected from time
to time.

Cautious Index

Aim and strategy: To provide returns primarily from income
aswell as some capital growthover the short tomediumterm,
by investing mainly in defensive assets with some exposure
to growth assets. Exposure to individual asset classes will be
attained through the use of index focussed investment
managers.
This investment option seeks to provide an index focussed
solution to diversified investing. Through a process of
diversified market analysis combined with selection of the
most appropriate investment managers for each underlying
asset class, this investment is designed to provide market
tracking returns over the suggested investment timeframe.
Global Shares may be partially or fully hedged back to
Australian Dollars.
Suggested minimum investment timeframe: 3 years
Standard risk measure: 3/ Low to medium

Ranges (%)Benchmark (%)Asset class

5–25N/AAustralian shares

0–20N/AGlobal shares

0–20N/AGrowth alternatives

0–10N/AAustralian andglobal
property securities

10–30N/AAustralian bonds

5–25N/AGlobal bonds

15–35N/ACash
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Moderately conservative

Who are these options suitable for?

Investors seeking to achieve moderate returns from
a balance of income and capital growth over the
medium to long termby investing in a diversifiedmix
of growth anddefensive assets. Capital stability is still
a priority, however investors arewilling toaccept some
risk and low levels of volatility to achieve these returns.

AMPModerate Growth

Aim and strategy: To provide returns greater than those from
cash or fixed interest over the medium to long term through
a diversified portfolio of cash, fixed interest, shares and
property.
Suggested minimum investment timeframe: 3 to 5 years
Standard risk measure: 5/ Medium to high

Ranges (%)Benchmark (%)Asset class

12–3222Australian shares

9–2919Global shares

0–51.5Growth alternatives

0–103Listed property and
infrastructure

0–176.5Direct property and
infrastructure

0–50Defensive alternatives

5-4020Australian bonds

6-3117Global bonds

0–3111Cash

Future Directions Moderately Conservative

Aim and strategy: To provide moderate returns over the
medium term through a diversified portfolio of assets such as
fixed interest, shares, property and alternative assets. The
portfolio aims to achieve a rate of return above inflation after
costs over a three to five-year period.
Suggested minimum investment timeframe: 3 to 5 years
Standard risk measure: 4/ Medium

Ranges (%)Benchmark (%)Asset class

10–3018Australian shares

10–3020Global shares

0–259Growth alternatives

0–202Direct property

3Global listed property

0–205Defensive alternatives

10–4517Australian bonds

5–3016Global bonds

0–3010Cash

Moderately Conservative Index

Aimand strategy: Toprovidemoderate returns fromabalance
of income and capital growth over the medium to long term
by investing inadiversifiedmixof growthanddefensive assets.
Exposure to individual asset classes will be attained through
the use of index-focused investment managers. This
investment option seeks to provide an index-focused solution
todiversified investing. Throughaprocess of diversifiedmarket
analysis combined with selection of the most appropriate
investment managers for each underlying asset class, this
investment is designed toprovidemarket tracking returns over
the suggested investment timeframe. Global shares may be
partially or fully hedged back to Australian Dollars.
Suggested minimum investment timeframe: 3 to 5 years
Standard risk measure: 4/ Medium

Ranges (%)Benchmark (%)Asset class

10–30N/AAustralian shares

10–30N/AGlobal shares

0–20N/AGrowth alternatives

0–15N/AAustralian andglobal
property securities

5–25N/AAustralian bonds

0–20N/AGlobal bonds

5–25N/ACash
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Balanced

Who are these options suitable for?

Investors seeking to achieve moderate to higher
returns primarily from capital growth with some
incomeover the long termby investing across all asset
types,withhigher exposure togrowthassets. Investors
are willing to accept a medium level of volatility to
achieve these returns.

AMP Balanced Growth

Aim and strategy: To provide moderate to high returns over
themediumto long term throughaportfolio diversified across
the main asset classes, but with an emphasis on shares and
property.
Suggested minimum investment timeframe: 5 years
Standard risk measure: 6/ High

Ranges (%)Benchmark (%)Asset class

20–4030Australian shares

17-3727Global shares

0–83.5Growth alternatives

0–125Listed property and
infrastructure

0–178.5Direct property and
infrastructure

0-50Defensive alternatives

5–2512Australian bonds

0-168Global bonds

0–266Cash

Balanced Index

Aim and strategy: To provide moderate to higher returns
primarily fromcapital growthwith some incomeover the long
term by investing across the main asset classes, with higher
exposure togrowthassets. Exposure to individual asset classes
will be attained through the use of index-focused investment
managers. This investment option seeks to provide an
index-focused solution to diversified investing. Through a
process of diversifiedmarket analysis combinedwith selection
of the most appropriate investment managers for each
underlying asset class, this investment is designed to provide
market tracking returns over the suggested investment
timeframe.Global sharesmaybepartially or fully hedgedback
to Australian Dollars.
Suggested minimum investment timeframe: 5 to 7 years
Standard risk measure: 5/ Medium to high

Ranges (%)Benchmark (%)Asset class

20–40N/AAustralian shares

15-35N/AGlobal shares

0–20N/AGrowth alternatives

0–10N/AAustralian andglobal
listed property

0–20N/AAustralian bonds

Balanced Index

0–20N/AGlobal bonds

0–20N/ACash

Future Directions Balanced

Aim and strategy: To provide moderate to high returns over
the long term through a diversified portfolio, with a bias
towardsgrowthassets suchas shares, property andalternative
assets.
The portfolio aims to achieve a rate of return above inflation
after costs over a 5-year period.
Suggested minimum investment timeframe: 5 years
Standard risk measure: 5/ Medium to high

Ranges (%)Benchmark (%)Asset class

15–4526Australian shares

15–4527Global shares

0–3013.5Growth alternatives

0–303.5Australian and global
direct property

3Australian and global
listed property

0–202Defensive alternatives

0–3512Australian bonds

0–2010Global bonds

0–203Cash

Responsible Investment Leaders Balanced

Aimand strategy: Toprovide a total return (incomeand capital
growth) after costs and before tax, above the return from the
relevantbenchmarksof theunderlying investmentsona rolling
five-year basis. The portfolio invests in all asset classes, but
with an emphasis on growth assets (shares and property).
With the exception of cash, the portfolio is managed using a
responsible investment approach (see additional information
about Responsible Investment Leaders formore information).
Suggested minimum investment timeframe: 5 years
Standard risk measure: 5/ Medium to high

Ranges (%)Benchmark (%)Asset class

20–4028Australian shares

15–3529Global shares

0–131Growth alternatives

0–205Direct property

4Global listed property

3Direct infrastructure

0–2013Australian bonds

0–2512Global bonds

0–155Cash
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Moderately aggressive

Who are these options suitable for?

Investors seeking to achievemoderate tohigh returns
predominantly fromcapital growthby investingacross
all asset types, but with a substantially higher
exposure to growth assets. Investors are prepared to
accept higher volatility and medium risks to achieve
these returns.

AMP High Growth

Aim and strategy: To provide high returns over the medium
to long term through a diversified portfolio investing mostly
in shares with some property, fixed interest and alternative
assets.
Suggested minimum investment timeframe: 6 to 9 years
Standard risk measure: 6/ High

Ranges (%)Benchmark (%)Asset class

25-4937Australian shares

21–4734Global shares

0–83.5Growth alternatives

0–136Listed property and
infrastructure

0–155.5Direct property and
infrastructure

0–50Defensive alternatives

0–126Australian bonds

0–125Global bonds

0–153Cash

Future Directions Growth

Aim and strategy: To provide high returns over the long term
through a diversified portfolio investingmostly in shareswith
some exposure to property, fixed interest and alternative
assets. The portfolio aims to achieve a rate of return above
inflation after costs over a five to seven-year period.
Suggested minimum investment timeframe: 5 to 7 years
Standard risk measure: 6/ High

Ranges (%)Benchmark (%)Asset class

20–6035Australian shares

20–6033Global shares

0–3516Growth alternatives

0–401Direct property

5Global listed property

0–150Defensive alternatives

0–255Australian bonds

0–153Global bonds

0–202Cash

Growth Index

Aim and strategy: To provide moderate to high returns
predominantly from capital growth by investing across the
main asset classes, but with a substantially higher exposure
to growth assets. Exposure to individual asset classes will be
attained through the use of index-focussed investment
managers. This investment option seeks to provide an
index-focussed solution to diversified investing. Through a
process of diversifiedmarket analysis combinedwith selection
of the most appropriate investment managers for each
underlying asset class, this investment is designed to provide
market tracking returns over the suggested investment
timeframe.Global sharesmaybepartially or fully hedgedback
to Australian Dollars.
Suggested minimum investment timeframe: 6 to 9 years
Standard risk measure: 6/ High

Ranges (%)Benchmark (%)Asset class

25–45N/AAustralian shares

20–40N/AGlobal shares

0–20N/AGrowth alternatives

0–10N/AAustralian andglobal
property securities

0–15N/AAustralian bonds

0–15N/AGlobal bonds

0–15N/ACash

Responsible Investment Leaders Growth

Aimand strategy: Toprovide a total return (incomeand capital
growth) after costs and before tax, above the return from the
relevantbenchmarksof theunderlying investmentsona rolling
five-year basis. The portfolio invests in all asset classes, but
with an emphasis on growth assets (shares and property).
With the exception of cash and listed property, the portfolio
is managed using a responsible investment approach (see
additional informationabout Responsible Investment Leaders
for more information).
Suggested minimum investment timeframe: 5 to 7 years
Standard risk measure: 6/ High

Ranges (%)Benchmark (%)Asset class

30–5039Australian shares

30–5039Global shares

0–96Global listed property

3Direct infrastructure

0–135Australian bonds

0–185Global bonds

0–133Cash
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Aggressive

Who are these options suitable for?

Investors seeking to achieve high returns from capital
growth over the long term by investing in growth
assets. Capital stability is not a concern as investors
are prepared to accept high volatility to pursue
potentially greater long-term returns. Investment
choices are diverse but carry with them a higher level
of risk.

AMP All Growth

Aim and strategy: To provide high returns over the long term
through a portfolio investing mostly in Australian and
international shares.
Suggested minimum investment timeframe: 7 years
Standard risk measure: 6/ High

Ranges (%)Benchmark (%)Asset class

35-5545Australian shares

32–5542Global shares

0–81.5Growth alternatives

0–136Listed property and
infrastructure

0–103.5Direct property and
infrastructure

0–50Defensive alternatives

0–100Australian bonds

0–100Global bonds

0–172Cash

Future Directions High Growth

Aim and strategy: To provide high returns over the long term
through a diversified portfolio investing mostly in Australian
and international shares with some exposure to alternative
assets and property. The portfolio aims to achieve a rate of
return above inflation after costs over a seven-year period.
Suggested minimum investment timeframe: 7 years
Standard risk measure: 6/ High

Ranges (%)Benchmark (%)Asset class

20–6041Australian shares

20–6037Global shares

0–4016Growth alternatives

0–401Direct Property

3Global listed property

0–150Defensive alternatives

0–150Australian bonds

0–150Global bonds

0–152Cash

High Growth Index

Aimand strategy: To provide high returns fromcapital growth
over the long term by investing in growth assets. Exposure to
individual asset classes will be attained through the use of
index-focussed investmentmanagers. This investmentoption
seeks to provide an index-focussed solution to diversified
investing. Through a process of diversified market analysis
combined with selection of the most appropriate investment
managers for each underlying asset class, this investment is
designed toprovidemarket tracking returnsover the suggested
investment timeframe. Global shares may be partially or fully
hedged back to Australian Dollars.
Suggested minimum investment timeframe: 7 years
Standard risk measure: 6/ High

Ranges (%)Benchmark (%)Asset class

35–55N/AAustralian shares

35–55N/AGlobal shares

0–15N/AGrowth alternatives

0–15N/AAustralian and global
property securities

0–10N/AAustralian bonds

0–10N/AGlobal bonds

0–10N/ACash
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Who are these options suitable for?

Investors seeking capital growth and income over the
medium to long term by investing through a
multi-sector strategy with non-traditional asset
allocation techniques. Investors are generally peer
unaware and are willing to accept higher levels of
manager risk compared to traditional multi-sector
strategies.

AMP Capital Dynamic Markets (Series 2)

Aim and strategy:
To provide a total return (income and capital growth) before
costs and before tax above the benchmark (being the Reserve
Bank of Australia inflation rate (Consumer Price Index) –
trimmedmeanplus 4.5%per annum), on a rolling 5 year basis,
by investing inaportfolio that is diversifiedacross asset classes.
The aim is to maintain a portfolio that is relevant to market
conditions, and which more closely matches the needs of the
investor. The portfolio is actively managed in terms of asset
allocation and currency hedging,with the flexibility to change
the asset class mix and currency hedging level at any time
within broad ranges. This allows AMP Capital to move the
asset allocationmix across a range of asset classes in order to
take advantage of opportunities arising frommarket
mispricing. Theportfolio provides investorswithdiversification
by investing across a range of traditional asset classes such as
shares, listed property, commodities, fixed income, credit and
cash. The underlying asset class exposures are achieved by
investing in passively managed investments such as index
funds, exchange traded funds (ETFs) and derivatives.
Suggested minimum investment timeframe: 5 years
Standard risk measure: 5/ Medium to high

Ranges (%)Benchmark (%)Asset class

0–50N/AAustralian shares

0–50N/AGlobal shares

0–25N/AGrowth alternatives

0–25N/AGlobal property

0–25N/AAustralian bonds

0–75N/AGlobal bonds

0–25N/AHigh yield bonds

0–50N/ACash

AMP Capital Premium Growth

Aim and strategy: To provide high growth investment returns
over the long term, using amore diversified range of specialist
equity, multi-asset, sector-specific and non-traditional
investment strategies than traditional high-growthportfolios.
This includes alternative investments and strategies.
Investments are assessed taking into account a range of
factors, including return potential and the ability to reduce
risk through diversification.
Suggested minimum investment timeframe: 5-7 years
Standard risk measure: 5/ Medium to high

Ranges (%)Benchmark (%)Asset class

0-40N/AAustralian shares

0-70N/AGlobal shares

0–20N/AEmerging market
shares

0–50N/AGrowth alternatives

0–10N/ACash
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AMP Capital Multi-Asset

Aimand strategy: Toprovide a total return (incomeand capital
growth) before costs and tax of 5.5% pa above the trimmed
mean Consumer Price Index (CPI) on a rolling five-year basis
by investing in a diversified portfolio with broad asset
allocation ranges. The portfolio invests across a range of
traditional asset classes such as shares, credit, cash, fixed
income and property, and is further diversified by investment
inalternative assets, suchas infrastructure andabsolute return
strategies, which are generally more illiquid. Exposure to a
broad range of asset classes is achieved either through
investment in underlying investments or direct investment
into anasset. Setwithin adynamic asset allocation framework,
the portfolio’s asset classes and asset allocation ranges are
determined with reference to the portfolio’s risk and liquidity
guidelines. Asset class allocation and ranges may vary at any
stage of the investment cycle. There is no guarantee that the
asset allocation strategy will provide positive returns at all
stages of the investment cycle.
Throughout the investment cycle,whennecessary, theportfolio
will be rebalanced with the aim of ensuring that exposure to
illiquid assets is no greater than 20% of the portfolio. The
portfolio may also have exposure to currencies through both
actively-managed investment strategies and riskmanagement
processes. International investments may be partially or fully
hedged back to Australian dollars. The portfolio and its
underlyingmanagersordirect investmentsmayusederivatives
such as options, futures, forwards and swaps. The investment
manager imposes restrictions on the use of derivativeswithin
the portfolio and monitors the implementation of these
restrictions in accordance with their risk management
processes on the use of derivatives. Underlying managers or
strategies inwhich the portfolio investsmay use short selling.
Suggested minimum investment timeframe: 5 years
Standard risk measure: 5/ Medium to High

Ranges (%)Benchmark (%)Asset class

0–40N/AAustralian shares

0–60N/AGlobal shares

0-30N/AListed property and
infrastructure

0-10N/ADirect property and
infrastructure

0-20N/AGrowth alternatives

0-40N/ADefensive
alternatives

0-100N/ABonds and credit

0-40N/AHigh yield bonds

0-100N/ACash

BlackRock Global Allocation

Aim and strategy: To provide high total investment return
through a fully managed investment policy utilising
international equity securities, debt and money market
securities, the combination of which will be varied from time
to time both with respect to types of securities and markets
in response to changing market and economic trends. Total
return means the combination of capital growth and
investment income. Currency is actively managed around a
fully hedged Australian Dollar benchmark.
Inmaking investmentdecisions, the investmentmanager tries
to identify the long-termtrendsandchanges that couldbenefit
particularmarkets and/or industries relative to othermarkets
and industries. A variety of factors is consideredwhenselecting
the markets, such as the rate of economic growth, natural
resources, capital reinvestment and the social and political
environment. In deciding between equity and debt
investments, the investment manager looks at a number of
factors, such as the relative opportunity for capital
appreciation, capital recovery risk, dividend yields and the level
of interest rates paid ondebt securities of differentmaturities.
The investment manager will seek to identify the equity
securities of companies and industry sectors that are expected
to provide high total return relative to alternative equity
investments. The investmentmanagementwill generally seek
to invest in securities that are believed to be undervalued and
may seek to invest in the stock of smaller or emerging growth
companies that are expected to provide a higher total return
than other equity investments.
The portfolio can invest in all types of debt securities, although
the investment manager may only invest up to 35% of the
portfolio's assets in junkbonds, corporate loans anddistressed
securities. The performance benchmark is aweighted average
of the Australian dollar-hedged returns provided by market
indices in underlying asset classes. Equity market indices
include the S&P 500 Index and the FTSEWorld (ex-US) Index.
Fixed interest indices include the BofA Merrill Lynch Current
5-year US Treasury Index and the Citigroup Non-USDWorld
GovernmentBond Index. Theportfoliomay short sell securities
and use financial derivatives such as futures, options and
forward contracts to protect against risks or enhance returns.
Currency is activelymanagedarounda fully-hedgedAustralian
dollar benchmark. The portfolio is not bound by specific asset
allocation ranges or diversification targets and has full
flexibility to invest at any spectrumof its asset allocation range.
Suggested minimum investment timeframe: 5 years
Standard risk measure: 5/ Medium to high

Ranges (%)Benchmark (%)Asset class

0–10060Australian shares

0–100Global shares

0–10040Australian bonds

0–100Global bonds

0–1000Cash
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ipac Income Generator

Aimand strategy: To deliver regular incomewith some capital
growth over the medium to long term with moderate
fluctuations in value likely. The portfolio uses a range of
specialist investment managers to invest in a diversified mix
of income-producing assets, including traditional
income-generating investments like fixed interest andgrowth
assets like equities (particularlyAustralian shares thatgenerally
pay higher dividends and can provide franking credits).
Suggested minimum investment timeframe: 5 years
Standard risk measure: 4/ Medium

Ranges (%)Benchmark (%)Asset class

15-45n/aAustralian shares

0-15n/aGlobal shares

0–15n/aListed property and
infrastructure

0–10n/aDirect property and
infrastructure

30–70n/aAustralian and global
bonds, including credit

0–20n/aCash

Schroder Real Return

Aim and strategy: To deliver an investment return of 5% pa
before fees above Australian inflation over rolling three-year
periods. Inflation is defined as the RBA’s TrimmedMean, as
published by the Australian Bureau of Statistics. The portfolio
invests across a broad array of asset classes including equity,
alternatives anddebt to ensure the portfolio is truly diversified
in both an economic and asset class sense. The portfolio
employs an objective-based asset allocation framework in
which both asset market risk premia and, consequently, the
asset allocations of the portfolio are constantly reviewed. As
risk premia (and thereby expected returns) change, so toowill
the asset allocation of the portfolio (and sometimes
significantly). The portfolio will reflect those assets that in
combination are most closely aligned with the delivery of the
objective. The investment manager believes that in effect it's
not the asset classes that are important but the likely
characteristics of the return. The approach utilises a
combination of Schroder’s longer-term return estimates
together with their shorter-term value, cycle and liquidity
framework.
Suggested minimum investment timeframe: 5 years
Standard risk measure: 3/ Low to medium

Ranges (%)Benchmark (%)Asset class

0–75N/AAustralian shares

0–75N/AGlobal shares

0–75N/AAustralian property
securities

0–75N/AGrowth alternatives

0–100N/AAustralian bonds

0–100N/AGlobal bonds

0–100N/AHigh yield bonds

0–100N/ACash
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Australian shares

Who are these options suitable for?

Investors seeking higher returns from capital
investment growth over the long term through
exposure to theAustralian sharemarket, andwho can
accept volatile capital values. Investors are prepared
for capital losses over the short term.

Passive

Australian Share Index

Aimand strategy: To provide returns over the long term in line
with an appropriate index by investing in Australian equities.
Exposure to this asset class will be attained through the use
of index-focused investment managers. The strategy aims to
provide returns that track the S&P/ASX 300 Accumulation
Index with net dividends reinvested.
Suggested minimum investment timeframe: 5 to 7 years
Standard risk measure: 6/ High

Ranges (%)Benchmark (%)Asset class

95–100100Australian shares

0–50Cash

Multi-manager active

Specialist Australian Share

Aimand strategy: Toprovide a total return (incomeand capital
growth) after costs and before tax, above the S&P/ASX 300
Accumulation Indexona rolling three-year basis. Theportfolio
primarily invests in shares listed on the Australian Securities
Exchange (ASX). Managers are also permitted to purchase up
to 5% in international listed securities, where those securities
are also listed on the ASX. In normal circumstances the
portfolio's international investments are fully hedged back to
Australian dollars. The portfolio may use derivatives such as
options, futures or swaps to protect against risks or enhance
returns. The portfolio may also short sell securities.
Suggested minimum investment timeframe: 5 years
Standard risk measure: 6/ High

Ranges (%)Benchmark (%)Asset class

90–100100Australian shares

0–100Cash

Socially responsible

Responsible Investment Leaders Australian Share

Aimand strategy: Toprovide a total return (incomeand capital
growth) after costs and before tax, above the S&P/ASX 200
Accumulation Index on a rolling five-year basis. The portfolio
primarily invests in shares listed on the Australian Securities
Exchange and is managed using a responsible investment
approach.
In certain market conditions, the portfolio may hold a higher
level of cash. (see additional information about Responsible
Investment Leaders for more information).
Suggested minimum investment timeframe: 5 years
Standard risk measure: 6/ High

Ranges (%)Benchmark (%)Asset class

90–100100Australian shares

0–100Cash

Core

AMP Capital Equity

Aim and strategy: To provide high returns over the long term
while accepting high levels of volatility in returns, by investing
in a portfolio of shares listed or about to be listed on the
Australian Securities Exchange.
The portfolio aims to provide returns, after costs and before
tax, above the S&P/ASX 200 Accumulation Index on a rolling
three-year basis.
Suggested minimum investment timeframe: 5 years
Standard risk measure: 6/ High

Ranges (%)Benchmark (%)Asset class

80–100100Australian shares

0–200Cash

Yarra Australian Equities

Aim and strategy: To achieve medium-to-long term capital
growth throughexposure to companies listedon theAustralian
Securities Exchange. In doing so, the aim is to outperform the
S&P/ASX 200 Accumulation Index over rolling three-year
periods.
Suggested minimum investment timeframe: 5 to 7 years
Standard risk measure: 6/ High

Ranges (%)Benchmark (%)Asset class

95–100100Australian shares

0–50Cash
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Ironbark Karara Australian Share

Aim and strategy: Karara Capital is an active investment
managerwhoseapproach toAustralian equities is built on the
belief that original, forward-looking research can identify
underappreciated companies. Karara Capital’s approach
emphasises the development of insights into a company’s
longer-term prospects. They look to consider all factors that
they believe are relevant and carefully assess whether this
view is reflected in the market place. Portfolios are built from
a diverse range of insights and close attention is paid to
understanding the interplay between the holdings. The
strategy will primarily invest in 25-35 companies included in
the S&P/ASX 100 Index plus an allocation to smaller
companies. The allocation to smaller companies is generally
between 0-20% of the portfolio, however this can vary over
time. Investments of the strategymay also include derivatives
such as index futures, which would be used for risk
managementpurposesor as substitutes for physical securities.
Suggested minimum investment timeframe: 5+ years
Standard risk measure: 6/ High

Ranges (%)Benchmark (%)Asset class

90–100100Australian shares

0–100Cash

Schroder Australian Equities

Aim and strategy: To outperform the S&P/ASX 200
Accumulation Index after fees over the medium to long term
by investing in a broad range of companies fromAustralia and
New Zealand. With an established pedigree of investing in
Australian equities for over 50 years, the Schroder Australian
Equity option is an actively managed core Australian equity
portfolio with a focus on investing in quality stocks
predominantly in Australia characterised by strong returns on
capital with a sustainable competitive advantage. The option
draws on Schroders’ deep research capabilities, with a long
term focus on investing, it is suitable as a core portfolio holding
over the medium term to long term.
Suggested minimum investment timeframe: 3 to 5 years
Standard risk measure: 6/ High

Ranges (%)Benchmark (%)Asset class

90–100100Australian shares

0–100Cash

BT Australian Share

Aim and strategy: To provide a return (before fees, costs and
taxes) that exceeds the S&P/ASX300Accumulation Indexover
the medium to long term. It is an actively managed portfolio
ofAustralian shares thathas thepotential for long-termcapital
growth and tax effective income and offers diversification
across a broad range of Australian companies and industries.
This investment fund may also hold cash and may use
derivatives for managing market exposure. The investment
manager’s process for Australian shares is based on a core
investment style and aims to add value through active stock
selection and fundamental company research which focuses
on four key factors: valuation, financial risk, franchise and
management quality.
Suggested minimum investment timeframe: 5 years
Standard risk measure: 6/ High

Ranges (%)Benchmark (%)Asset class

80–100100Australian shares

0–200Cash

Growth

Alphinity Australian Share

Aim and strategy: The strategy aims to outperform its
benchmark after costs and over rolling three-year periods. The
strategy ismanagedbyAlphinitywho seeks tobuild aportfolio
of Australian stocks listed on the ASX that is well diversified
across different industries and sectors and aims to meet the
strategy’s investment objectives in a risk-controlled manner.
The strategy is intended for investors who are happy to invest
for at least three years, are seeking high levels of return and
are comfortable with high volatility, including the possibility
of periods of negative returns.
Suggested minimum investment timeframe: 5+ years
Standard risk measure: 6/ High

Ranges (%)Benchmark (%)Asset class

90–100100Australian shares

0–100Cash

Ausbil Australian Active Equity

Aim and strategy: The strategy predominantly invests in a
portfolio of listed large cap Australian equities that are
primarily chosen from the S&P/ASX 200 Accumulation Index
and aims to achieve excess returns gross of fees over the
S&P/ASX 200 Accumulation Index over rolling 3-year periods.
Suggested minimum investment timeframe: 5+ years
Standard risk measure: 6/ High

Ranges (%)Benchmark (%)Asset class

90–100100Australian shares

0–100Cash

Value

Perennial Value Australian Share

Aim and strategy: To grow the value of the investment over
the long term via a combination of capital growth and
tax-effective income, by investing in a diversified portfolio of
Australian shares, and to provide a total return (after fees) that
outperforms the S&P/ASX 300 Accumulation Indexmeasured
on a rolling three-year basis. The portfolio invests in a range
of companies listed (or soon to be listed) on the ASX and will
typically hold approximately 45 stocks with aminimum stock
holding of 20 and amaximum of 70. The portfolio may utilise
derivative instruments for riskmanagement purposes, subject
to the specific restriction that they cannot be used to gear
portfolio exposure. For reasons of investment efficiency, the
portfolio may gain its exposure by holding units in other
Perennial unit trusts.
Suggested minimum investment timeframe: 5 years
Standard risk measure: 6/ High

Ranges (%)Benchmark (%)Asset class

90–100100Australian shares

0–100Cash
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Perpetual Industrial Share

Aim and strategy: To provide long-term capital growth and
regular income through investment inquality industrial shares.
The strategy aims to outperform the S&P/ASX 300 Industrials
Accumulation Index (before fees and taxes) over rolling
three-year periods. Perpetual's priority is to select those
companies that represent the best investment quality and are
appropriately priced. Investment quality is based on four key
criteria: conservative debt levels, soundmanagement, quality
business and recurring earnings.
Suggested minimum investment timeframe: 5+ years
Standard risk measure: 6/ High

Ranges (%)Benchmark (%)Asset class

80–100n/aAustralian shares

0-10n/aGlobal shares

0–10n/aCash

Income

AMP Capital Equity Income Generator

Aim and strategy: The AMP Capital Equity Income Generator
strategy aims to provide a dividend income stream that
exceeds that of the S&P/ASX 200 Accumulation Index and is
expected to grow over the longer term. The strategy invests
in a portfolio of Australian securities listed, or about to be
listed, on theAustralian Securities Exchange, thatAMPCapital
believes will produce a strong level of dividends and a total
return (including franking credits and before fees) above the
broaderAustralian equitymarket asmeasuredby the S&P/ASX
200Accumulation Index (adjusted to include franking credits).
The strategy also aims to provide these returns with a lower
volatility than the broader Australian equity market.
Suggested minimum investment timeframe: 5 years
Standard risk measure: 6/ High

Ranges (%)Benchmark (%)Asset class

85–100100Australian shares

0–150Cash

Perennial Value IncomeWealth Defender

Aimand strategy: The strategy is designed toprovide investors
with an attractive level of tax effective income, whilst also
protecting the portfolio by reducing the magnitude of
significant negative returns when equity markets fall. The
strategy aims to outperform the S&P/ASX300 Accumulation
Index, before fees, over a rolling 3 year periodwhilst delivering
an attractive tax-effective income stream. The strategy invests
in a diversified portfolio of higher yielding Australian shares
which delivers a dividend yield, including franking credits,
above the dividend yield of the Index. The strategy uses
protection strategies to dynamically protect the portfolio
through market cycles, aimed at reducing the magnitude of
significant negative returns in falling equity markets. The
strategy enhances long term performance by maximising
returnswhenmarkets rally andminimising theextentof losses
whenmarkets fall. The strategy invests inASX-listedAustralian
equities and equity derivatives products. The strategy is
suitable for investors with a long term horizon, seeking tax
effective income generated by exposure to a portfolio of
Australian shares that also provides some protection against
significant negative returns.
Suggested minimum investment timeframe: 5 years
Standard risk measure: 6/ High

Ranges (%)Benchmark (%)Asset class

50–100100Australian shares

0–500Cash

Plato Australian Shares Income

Aim and strategy: To provide an annual gross yield (including
franking) that exceeds the gross yield of the S&P/ASX200
FrankingCredit AdjustedDaily Total Return Index (TaxExempt).
The fund is a long-only equity income fund managed
specifically for pension and superannuation investors. The
fund takes advantage of incomeopportunities available in the
Australian tax system that can specifically benefit low tax
investors such as franking credits, special dividends and off
market buy-backs.
The portfolio will invest in ASX listed entities and listed SPI
futures andwill typically holdbetween50and120 stocks,with
+/- 5% of the weight in the benchmark.
Suggested minimum investment timeframe: 5–7 years
Standard risk measure: 6/ High

Ranges (%)Benchmark (%)Asset class

90–100100Australian shares

0–100Cash
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Specialist - absolute return

K2 Australian Absolute Return

Aim and strategy: The strategy aims to deliver investment
returns and capital growth over the long-term by seeking out
opportunities in undervalued companies in all market cycles.
The option adopts a flexible investment style, investing in an
index unaware fashionwith a long bias and actively adjusting
net equity exposure through the dynamic allocation of
capital.The strategy invests in listed equities in Australia and
New Zealand, typically holding between 40 and 80 different
stocks in a range of sectors, butmay also hold up to 100%cash
depending on market conditions to help protect clients’
invested capital. The strategy’s performance returns may be
impacted either positively or negatively bymarket conditions,
interest rates, equity specific factors, liquidity and currency
movements. Short selling may be used when specific
opportunities or market conditions have the potential to
increase returns. Short positions are subject todiligent ongoing
risk review by the investment team and stringent stop-loss
guidelines. The strategy does not use leverage to increase the
net invested position greater than the Gross Asset Value of
the strategy. The strategy may use derivatives including
futures, options and forward contracts for hedging purposes.
Such instruments are currently used sparingly and the strategy
doesnothavepre-determinedallocation ranges for theseasset
types. Equities are denominated in their local currency. The
strategy does not use other types of leverage.
AMP Life accesses the strategy by investing in an Australian
domiciled fund denominated in Australian dollars run by the
manager – K2 Asset Management.
Suggested minimum investment timeframe: 3 to 5 years
Standard risk measure: 6/ High

Ranges (%)Benchmark (%)Asset class

0–100n/aAustralian shares

0–100n/aCash

Specialist - concentrated

DNR Capital Australian Equities High Conviction

Aim and strategy: To invest in a high conviction portfolio of
Australian shares that aims to outperform the benchmark by
4% p.a. (before fees) over a rolling three-year period. DNR
Capital seeks to identify good quality businesses that are
mispriced by overlaying DNR Capital’s quality filter with a
strong valuation discipline. DNR Capital’s security selection
process has a strong bottom up discipline and focuses on
buying quality businesses at reasonable prices. The portfolio
construction process is influenced by a top-down economic
appraisal and also considers the risk characteristics of the
portfolio such as security and sector correlations. The
investment strategy results in a high conviction portfolio of
15 to 30 stock names that is invested for the medium term.
Suggested minimum investment timeframe: 5 years
Standard risk measure: 6/ High

Ranges (%)Benchmark (%)Asset class

95–100100Australian shares

0–50Cash

Macquarie High Conviction

Aim and strategy: The portfolio aims to outperform the
S&P/ASX 200 Accumulation Index over the medium to long
term (before fees).
The option provides an actively managed exposure to a
concentratedportfolio ofAustralianequities throughsecurities
listed, or expected to be listed, on the Australian Securities
Exchange. The option may also provide exposure to equity
issuedbyAustralian entities onoffshore exchanges, derivatives
(including options, futures, warrants and forwards) and cash.
The option aims to hold approximately 25 to 30 securities at
any time.
The investmentprocess combines initial quantitative screening
and stock ranking supported by in-depth fundamental
company research to identify companies which appear
undervalued over the medium term based on the manager’s
forecasts and may exceed market expectations over the long
term. The option may be exposed to derivatives, which may
be used for hedging and to manage economic exposure.
Suggested minimum investment timeframe: 5 years
Standard risk measure: 6/ High

Ranges (%)Benchmark (%)Asset class

90–100100Australian shares

0–100Cash
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Specialist - geared

Who are these options suitable for?

Investors seeking income-based returns above
inflation and cash over themedium termby investing
in Australian and global fixed interest securities
(including government, inflation-linked, corporate
bonds, asset-backed securities, sub-investment grade
securities, emerging market debt and derivatives).
Investors are prepared for capital losses over the
medium term.

Specialist Geared Australian Share

Aim and strategy: To provide high returns over the long term
through geared exposure to securities listed on the Australian
Securities Exchange.
The aim is to manage gearing to a level that is supported by
expected income. Therefore an investor can gain greater
exposure to theAustralian sharemarket thanan investorwith
a non-geared exposure.
The objective of the investment portfolio before gearing is
applied is to provide a total return (incomeand capital growth)
after costs and before tax, above the S&P/ASX 200
Accumulation Index on a rolling three-year basis.
The strategy invests in a diversified portfolio of equities listed
on the Australian Securities Exchange (ASX). The investment
portfolio is geared, which allows it the ability to borrow in
order to increase the amount that can be invested. The aim of
gearing is to contribute more capital and to provide greater
exposure to theAustralian sharemarket.Underlyingmanagers
are also permitted to purchase up to 5% in international listed
securities, where those securities are also listed on the ASX.
The strategy may also invest up to 10% in cash. However, in
certainmarket conditions the strategymay hold higher levels
of cash and short selling may also be used. Any currency
exposure will be hedged back to Australian dollars using
derivatives, and they may also be used to gain equity market
exposure.
AMP Life accesses the strategy by investing in an Australian
domiciled fund denominated in Australian dollars run by the
manager—AMP Capital. The strategy invests all of its assets
inotherunderlying fundsownedbyAMPCapital andmanaged
by fundmanagers appointed by AMP Capital. These funds are
Australian registered managed investment schemes,
denominated in Australian dollars.
The investment fee is payable on gross assets under
management ie your investment plus the amount borrowed
onyour behalf. Theportfoliomayalso incur other costs related
to a specific asset or activity to produce income eg manager
transition costs, gearing costs (including interest and
government charges) and debt advisory costs paid to third
parties providing these services, which may include related
parties. These costs will be paid out of the portfolio. This
investment strategy and related risks are not expected to
change over the life of this PDS.
Suggested minimum investment timeframe: 7 years
Standard risk measure: 6/ High

Ranges (%)Benchmark (%)Asset class

90–100100Australian shares

0–100Cash

Additional information about Specialist Geared
Australian Share

Short selling may also be used, which involves the sale
of anasset not ownedby the seller at the time they agree
to sell. The aim of short selling is to sell at a high price
andbuy the asset at a later time, at a lower price. In order
to short sell, the sellerwill typically borrow theasset from
another party or use derivatives such as swaps. For
additional information on short selling, see the risk of
particular investment strategies section.

Innormal circumstances theportfolio aims to fully hedge
any international investments back toAustralian dollars,
to minimise the effects of currency fluctuations.

This investment provides investors with:
– An exposure to Australian shares across a blend of

managers and investment styles.
– The potential for enhanced returns through the use

of gearing.
– The potential for increased franking credits through

geared exposure to the Australian share market.

Gearing

Gearingprovides theability toborrow inorder to increase
the amount that can be invested. The aim of this is to
contributemore capital and to provide greater exposure
to theAustralian sharemarket. The investmentmanager,
AMP Capital, will take out a loan and invest the proceeds
together with application money from investors. This
means that if theportfolio's gearing ratio is 50%, for every
$1 invested, an additional $1 will be borrowed to invest.
The portfolio is internally geared, which means the
portfolio borrows the money instead of investors. The
advantages of this internal gearing are that the portfolio
is able to use its capacity to qualify as a large investor
and therefore borrow at competitive interest rates, and
investors don't need to apply for a loan or offer security
in market downturns as all gearing obligations are met
within the portfolio. Gearing can result in significant
variations in the value of the investment; consequently,
an investor can expectmagnified returns and losses. For
additional information on gearing, see the risk of
particular investment strategies section.

Gearing management

The investment manager aims to manage gearing to a
level that enhances returns over the long term. The
investment manager expects the dividend income to
exceed borrowing and other costs, and therefore enable
franking credits to be passed through to investors. The
portfolio aims to use dividend income to make loan
repayments.

The investmentmanager adheres to guidelines designed
to minimise the risks associated with gearing. These
include but are not limited to:
– the portfolio's forecast income (dividend yield) from

its investment must exceed the loan's interest
expense,
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– the underlying investments must have a moderate
level of tracking risk relative to the portfolio's
performance benchmark, and

– regardless of theportfolio's level of income the target
gearing ratio is up to a maximum of 60%, which
means that the investmentmanagerwill not borrow
while the portfolio's total borrowings are at a value
greater than 60% of its total assets. This ratio is
calculated by dividing the total interest bearing
liabilities by the total assets of the portfolio.

The portfolio's gearing ratio is reviewed daily and
rebalanced regularly in accordancewith theseguidelines.
Additionally the gearing level is managed to ensure
continued compliance within the current capitalisation
safe harbour rules for continual tax deductibility of
interest expenses.

Additional risks

Gearing has the effect of magnifying returns, both
positive and negative, which means that the risk of loss
of capital may be greater than if gearing did not take
place. Additionally, increases in interest rates may affect
the cost of borrowings and reduce returns.

In connection with the loan taken out to provide the
gearing, the investment manager has been granted
security over the assets of the portfolio in favour of the
loan provider in the form of a fixed and floating charge.
The charge gives the loan provider certain rights,
including the power to take possession of or sell assets
of the portfolio following the occurrence of an event of
default by the investment manager. Events of default
include:
– failure by the investment manager to make

payments when they are due
– insolvency of the one investment manager, or the

portfolio, and
– breach of one of the investment manager's

representations or warranties.

There is a risk that, if an event of default occurs, the loan
provider will exercise its rights in respect of the assets of
theportfolio. Additionally, theportfolio's ability to achieve
its investment objectives may be affected when there
are changes to its borrowing capacity, or if it's unable to
obtain suitable finance or borrowings.

Taxation considerations

As the underlying fund borrows to invest, it incurs an
interest expense which significantly reduces its taxable
income.

In the event that interest and other expenses exceed the
underlying fund’s assessable income the fund may be
unable to make a distribution and as such may not be
able to distribute franking credits that it has received.
This risk is reduced by the regular monitoring and
management of the gearing levels of the fund. Further,
any tax loss cannot be passed on to investors. Such a loss
remains in the underlying fund and can only be used to
offset future income and gains in the fund, subject to

satisfying certain tests. These considerations do not
directly affect your tax position, but are taken into
account in determining unit pricing.

Fees and costs

AMPCapital charges a fee based on the gross asset value
of the underlying investment portfolio, that is, on the
total asset value of the portfolio before deducting any
borrowings. The investment fee shown in the fees and
costs section is calculatedbasedon the amount invested
in the investment option, that is, after deducting any
borrowings.

As the portfolio is geared, the investment option will
incur borrowing costs.

For additional information refer to the fees and other
costs section in themember guide.

Specialist - small capitalisation shares

Specialist Australian Small Companies

Aimand strategy: Toprovide a total return (incomeand capital
growth) after costs andbefore tax, higher than the return from
the S&P/ASXSmallOrdinaries Accumulation Indexona rolling
three-year basis. Theportfolio invests in small companies listed
on the ASX. For this portfolio small companies are considered
to be those outside the top 100 listed companies (by market
value). Up to 20% of the portfolio may be invested in unlisted
companies that the investmentmanager believes are likely to
be listed in the next 12months, or in companies between the
top 50 and 100 listed on the ASX.
Suggested minimum investment timeframe: 7 years
Standard risk measure: 7/ Very high

Ranges (%)Benchmark (%)Asset class

90–100100Australian small
company shares

0–100Cash
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Global shares

Who are these options suitable for?

Investors seeking income-based returns above
inflation and cash over the short to medium term by
investing in global fixed interest securities (including
sovereign and corporate bonds and asset-backed
securities). Investors are prepared for infrequent
capital losses over the short term.

Passive

International Share Index

Aimand strategy: To provide returns over the long term in line
withanappropriate indexby investing in international equities.
Exposure to this asset class will be attained through the use
of index-focussed investmentmanagers. The strategy aims to
provide returns that track the MSCI World ex Australia Index
with net dividends reinvested. This option is unhedged to
Australian dollars.
Suggested minimum investment timeframe: 5 to 7 years
Standard risk measure: 6/ High

Ranges (%)Benchmark (%)Asset class

95–100100Global shares

0–50Cash

Multi-manager active

Specialist Hedged International Share

Aimand strategy: Toprovide a total return (incomeand capital
growth) after costs andbefore tax, higher than the return from
the MSCI World (ex-Australia) Accumulation Index with net
dividends reinvested (hedged back to Australian dollars) on a
rolling three-year basis, through investing in a diversified
portfolio of international shares. This option aims to be fully
hedged to Australian dollars. In certainmarket conditions, the
portfolio may hold a higher level of cash than the 10% limit.
Suggested minimum investment timeframe: 5 years
Standard risk measure: 6/ High

Ranges (%)Benchmark (%)Asset class

90–100100Global shares

0–100Cash

Specialist International Share

Aimand strategy: Toprovide a total return (incomeand capital
growth) after costs andbefore tax, higher than the return from
the MSCI World (ex-Australia) Accumulation Index with net
dividends reinvested on a rolling three-year basis, through a
diversified portfolio of international shares. In certain market
conditions, the portfolio may hold a higher level of cash than
the 10% limit.
Suggested minimum investment timeframe: 5 years
Standard risk measure: 6/ High

Ranges (%)Benchmark (%)Asset class

90–100100Global shares

0–100Cash

Socially responsible

Responsible Investment Leaders International Share

Aimand strategy: Toprovide a total return (incomeand capital
growth) after costs andbefore tax, above theMSCI All Country
World Index (net dividends reinvested) on a rolling five-year
basis. The portfolio invests primarily in international shares
diversified across countries, industries and types of companies
and ismanagedusinga responsible investmentapproach. The
portfolio may also invest a portion of its assets in emerging
markets. In certain market conditions, the portfolio may hold
a higher level of cash (see additional information
about Responsible Investment Leaders formore information).
Suggested minimum investment timeframe: 5 years
Standard risk measure: 6/ High

Ranges (%)Benchmark (%)Asset class

90–100100Global shares

0–100Cash

Core (hedged)

BlackRock Scientific Hedged International Share

Aim and strategy: To provide returns before fees that exceed
the MSCI World ex-Australia Net TR Index (hedged in AUD)
over rolling three-year periods, while maintaining a similar
level of investment risk to the index. The investment strategy
uses a combination of stock selection and industry selection
strategies. Active stock and industry selection is conducted
using the investment manager's equity investment process
across global developed markets. Investment risk is managed
by diversifying across many regions and countries and by
holding the shares of a large number of companies within
each industry. A passive currency hedge is used to convert the
currency exposure of the Index back to Australian dollars. This
type of hedging strategy involves the forward sale of a set of
currencies in amounts that correspond to the beginning of
period value of the international assets in the portfolio. The
hedge is then reset periodically or as required, to account for
any changes in the value of the international assets in the
portfolio. Derivatives, such as futures, forwards and options
to manage risk and return, including the equitisation of any
cash exposure.Whenderivative positions are established, they
will always be backed by cash holdings and/or underlying
assets. Derivative securities will not be used to leverage
exposures.
Suggested minimum investment timeframe: 5 years
Standard risk measure: 6/ High

Ranges (%)Benchmark (%)Asset class

95–100100Global shares

0–50Cash
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Core (unhedged)

Arrowstreet Global Equity

Aim and strategy: Aims to achieve a long-term total return
(before fees and expenses) that exceeds the MSCI All Country
World ex-Australia Index, in Australian dollars unhedgedwith
net dividends reinvested. The portfolio provides exposure to
a diversified portfolio of global equities which may include
securities listed in emerging markets as well as securities of
small capitalisation companies. The portfolio is actively
managed using a quantitative approach and stock selection
modelling to evaluate securities on an integrated basis to
exploit tactical opportunities across different factors with the
aim of controlling risk relative to the benchmark and
maximising the likelihood of outperforming the benchmark.
Arrowstreet’s stock selection models are designed to:
– understand what information is likely to impact stock

prices and obtain the information to forecast individual
stock returns by evaluating a stock’s potential on thebasis
of a diverse set of direct and indirect effects, and

– identify particular signals or segments of themarket that
exhibit the greatest mispricing (or inefficiencies) at any
point in time.

Arrowstreet’s investment process uses forecasting models
that combine the experience and judgement of its investment
teamwith quantitative analysis to forecast individual stock
returns. Stock forecasts are based upon a diverse set of
predictive factors that canbecategorisedas value,momentum,
quality, catalysts, extreme sentiment and high frequency
signals. Arrowstreet's currencymodel uses similar investment
concepts to those used in their equity return models. The
investment process recognises the risks and return
opportunities associated with active currency exposures in
the portfolios. Arrowstreet uses an optimisation process to
balance the trade-off between a stock’s expected return, its
contribution to portfolio risks and its trading costs. The
portfoliomayhaveexposure toderivatives forhedgingor active
investmentpurposes. Theportfolio's exposure to international
assets is not hedged back to Australian dollars, which means
that investors will be exposed to currency risk resulting from
movements in exchange rates.
Suggested minimum investment timeframe: 7 years
Standard risk measure: 6/ High

Ranges (%)(i)Benchmark (%)Asset class

95–100100Global shares

0–50Cash

(i) The above ranges are indicative only. The portfolio may
invest in exchange-traded funds and may trade futures
to gain exposure to international equity markets. The
portfolio will be rebalanced within a reasonable period
of time should the exposuremove outside these ranges.

BlackRock Scientific International Share

Aim and strategy: To provide returns before fees that exceed
the MSCI World ex-Australia Net TR Index (unhedged in
AUD) over rolling three-year periods, while maintaining a
similar level of investment risk to the index. The investment
strategy uses a combination of stock selection and industry
selection strategies. Active stock and industry selection is
conductedusing the investmentmanager's equity investment
process across global developed markets. Investment risk is
managed by diversifying across many regions and countries
and by holding the shares of a large number of companies
within each industry. This option is not hedged to the
Australian dollar. Derivatives, such as futures, forwards and
options are used to manage risk and return, including the
equitisation of any cash exposure. When derivative positions
are established, they will always be backed by cash holdings
and/or underlying assets. Derivative securitieswill not beused
to leverage exposures.
Suggested minimum investment timeframe: 5 years
Standard risk measure: 6/ High

Ranges (%)Benchmark (%)Asset class

95–100100Global shares

0–50Cash

Growth

Fidelity Global Equities

Aim and strategy: To achieve returns in excess of the MSCI
ACWI (All Country World Index) Index over the suggested
minimum investment time period of five to seven years. The
portfolio takes a go-anywhere approach – it is managed with
broadgeographic and sector parameters to allow theportfolio
manager to build a portfolio of the best opportunities
uncovered by the investment manager’s strength in global
research in a core international investment. Fidelity believes
that markets are semi-efficient and share prices don’t always
reflect inherent value. Through in-house, bottom-upcompany
research, Fidelity aims to uncover the opportunities that it
believes offer the greatest scope for outperformance. Based
on this research approach, Fidelity seeks out stocks that it
believes are undervalued and likely to generate growth. The
companies selected for the portfolio must demonstrate good
management, strong competitive advantages and enjoy
favourable industry dynamics. The portfolio’s exposure to
international assets will not be hedged back to Australian
dollars.
Suggested minimum investment timeframe: 5 to 7 years
Standard risk measure: 6/ High

Ranges (%)Benchmark (%)Asset class

90–100100Global shares

0–100Cash
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Walter Scott Global Equity

Aim and strategy: Aims to achieve a long-term return (before
fees and expenses) that exceeds the MSCI World ex-Australia
Index, in Australian dollars unhedged with net dividends
reinvested. The portfolio provides exposure to a concentrated
portfolio of global equities by investing in securities which, in
Walter Scott’s opinion, offer strong and sustained earnings
growth. The portfolio is actively managed using a benchmark
unaware, fundamental, bottom-up and research-driven
approach to build a portfolio of strong growth companies
capable of generating wealth over long periods of time.
The investment approach combines detailed financial analysis
with business and management analysis.
The investment portfolio is constructed with a primary focus
on stock-based analysis. Country and sector exposures are a
consequence of the search for what are inWalter Scott’s view
‘the best companies operating in the best sectors’. As a result
of this investment approach, the structure of the portfolio is
likely to differ substantially from the composition of the
benchmark. The investmentmanager expects that onaverage,
and based on long-term experience, 15 to 25% of the stocks
in the portfolio will be turned over each year, which reflects
the investment manager's long-term buy and hold approach.
The portfolio's exposure to international assets is not hedged
back to Australian dollars, whichmeans that investors will be
exposed to currency risk resulting frommovements in
exchange rates.
Suggested minimum investment timeframe: 5 to 7 years
Standard risk measure: 6/ High

Ranges (%)Benchmark (%)Asset class

90–100100Global shares

0–100Cash

Zurich American Century Global Growth

Aim and strategy: To provide investors with long-term capital
growth by using a distinctive growth oriented investment
strategy designed for long-term investors who want to
capitalise on the unique opportunities presented by
fast-growingcompaniesaroundtheworld. Theportfolio invests
in securities listed on international stock exchanges and aims
to outperform theMSCIWorld ex-Australia Index inAustralian
dollars over periods of five or more years.
Suggested minimum investment timeframe: 7+ years
Standard risk measure: 6/ High

Ranges (%)Benchmark (%)Asset class

90–10090Global shares

0–1010Cash

Value

Schroder Global Active Value

Aimand strategy: Theoption is an indexunconstrained global
equity strategy that aims to generate long-term returns before
fees in excess of traditional capitalisation weighted global
equity indices by investing in a diversified portfolio of equity
andequity relatedsecuritiesof companiesworldwideexcluding
Australia using a Value based investment strategy. Returns
provide diversification benefits to typical global equity
benchmarks and other global equity managers. Currency
exposure is typically unhedged, however currency derivatives
maybeusedwith equity index futures inmanaging cash flows
or tomanageactive currency positions relative to global equity
indices for risk management purposes.
Suggested minimum investment timeframe: 7 years
Standard risk measure: 6/ High

Ranges (%)Benchmark (%)Asset class

90–100100Global shares

0–100Cash

Income

Grant Samuel Epoch Global Equity Shareholder Yield
(unhedged)

Aim and strategy: The strategy's goal is to generate superior
risk adjusted returns with a dividend yield that exceeds the
dividend yield of the MSCI World ex-Australia index in
Australian dollars (net dividends reinvested). The strategy is
designed for investors who want a medium to long-term
exposure to a portfolio of high quality global companies with
attractive income and capital appreciation potential. The
strategypursues attractive total returnswith anaboveaverage
level of income by investing in a diversified portfolio of global
companies with strong and growing free cash flow.
Suggested minimum investment timeframe: 3+ years
Standard risk measure: 6/ High

Ranges (%)Benchmark (%)Asset class

90–100100Global shares

0–100Cash
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Specialist - absolute return

Magellan Global

Aim and strategy: The primary objectives are to achieve
attractive risk-adjusted returns over themediumto long term,
while reducing the risk of permanent capital loss. The
investment option seeks to invest in companies that have
sustainable competitive advantages, which translate into
returns on capital in excess of their cost of capital for a
sustainedperiodof time. The investmentmanager endeavours
to acquire these companies at discounts to their assessed
intrinsic value. The portfolio primarily invests in the securities
of companies listed on stock exchanges around theworld, but
will also have some exposure to cash. The portfolio can use
foreign exchange contracts to facilitate settlement of stock
purchasesand tomitigate currency riskon specific investments
within the portfolio. It is not the investment manager's
intention to hedge the foreign currency exposure of the
portfolio arising from investments in overseas markets.
Suggested minimum investment timeframe: 7 to 10 years
Standard risk measure: 6/ High

Ranges (%)Benchmark (%)Asset class

80–100n/aGlobal shares

0–20n/aCash

Antipodes Global

Aim and strategy: To achieve absolute returns in excess of the
MSCI All Countries Index over the investment cycle (typically
3-5 years).
Antipodes applies a flexible, benchmark agnostic style to
investing in global shares that allows for long/short exposure
and actively managed cash levels. It offers active contrarian
approach which seeks to exploit two broad types of market
opportunities; high quality companies trading at cyclical lows
where it is believed the market has become too pessimistic
about the business cycle, and companies benefiting from
structural changeor sustainedgrowthwhich isunderestimated
by themarket. Across these opportunities the team diligently
looks for a 'margin of safety' in a discount to valuation.
The option primarily invests in global listed equities with
maximum allowable gross exposure (sum of long and short
positions) of 150% of its net asset value and a maximum net
equity exposure (long minus short positions) of 100% of its
net asset value. Antipodes also actively manages its currency
exposure with the view of both generating and protecting
portfolio returns rather than automatically hedging back to
Australian dollars.
This investment strategy and related risks are not expected to
change over the life of this PDS. In addition, AMP Life accesses
the strategy by investing in an Australian domiciled fund
denominated in Australian dollars issued by Pinnacle Fund
Services Limited.
Suggested minimum investment timeframe: 7 to 10 years
Standard risk measure: 6/ High

Ranges (%)Benchmark (%)Asset class

50–100100Global Shares

0–500Cash

Specialist - emerging market shares

Aberdeen Emerging Opportunities

Aimandstrategy:Toprovide investorswithhigh capital growth
over the medium to long term (three to five years) by seeking
exposure to emerging stockmarketsworldwide or companies
with significant activities in emergingmarkets. Thebenchmark
is theMSCI EmergingMarkets Index. In seeking to achieve the
objective, the investment manager may invest in securities
that are not contained in the index used as the performance
benchmark. This investment option primarily invests in a
diversifiedportfolio of emergingmarket securities. Thenormal
characteristics of this investment option are:
– low turnover – the average holding period is around four

years
– significant divergence from the benchmark
– low cash allocations (cash treated as a residual ie fully

invested), and
– a beta less than or equal to one.

On occasions such as where the purchasing costs of the
investment can be reduced, a portion of the investment may
be directly invested in other investment vehicles managed by
other Aberdeen Group companies. This investment option
does not generally borrow to invest and is not hedged to the
Australian dollar.
Suggested minimum investment timeframe: 3 to 5 years
Standard risk measure: 7/ Very high

Ranges (%)Benchmark (%)Asset class

90–100100Emerging market
shares

0–100Cash
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Property and infrastructure

Who are these options suitable for?

Investors seeking moderate investment returns from
income and capital growth through exposure to
property-related securities, or in a combination of
direct property and property related securities, or
global infrastructure securities. Investors are prepared
for capital losses over the short term.

Diversified property

Legg Mason Australian Real Income

Aim and strategy: To provide a total return from a portfolio
invested in Australian real estate investment trusts, utility,
infrastructure and similar securities that are listed on the
Australian Securities Exchange. For example, securities may
be from companies that hold physical assets such as A-REITs,
toll roads, ports, airports, electricity and gas grids.
The portfolio expects to hold about 20 to 35 securities. At the
time of purchasing securities, the portfolio aims to limit
exposure to individual securities to 7.5% of the portfolio and
hold cash and cash equivalents of no more than 10% of the
portfolio.
Suggested minimum investment timeframe: 3 to 5 years
Standard Risk Measure: 6/ High

Ranges (%)Benchmark (%)Asset class

90–100100Australian listed
property and
infrastructure

0–100Cash

Multi-manager active

Specialist Property and Infrastructure

Aimand strategy: To provide total returns (income and capital
growth) after costs and before tax, above the return of 20% of
the S&P/ASX200A-REIT Accumulation, 35% FTSE EPRANAREIT
Developed Net Total Return (hedged to the Australian dollar),
30% Dow Jones Brookfield Global Infrastructure Net
Accumulation (hedged to the Australian dollar) and 15%
Mercer/IPD Australia Core Wholesale Property Fund indices
on a rolling three-year basis. The strategy provides exposure
to a diversified portfolio of direct property, listed property and
infrastructure securities, both in Australia and around the
world. The portfolio may also invest in direct infrastructure
from time to time. The strategy diversifies its direct property
and listed property and infrastructure securities exposure
across a range of both active and passive strategies. Active
strategies are diversified across a range of active investment
managers by using a multi-manager approach. Exposures to
active managers are to managers who demonstrate
competitive advantages within the various investment styles
that are used when investing in the Australian and
international property and infrastructuremarkets. The strategy
may invest up to 10% in cash however, in certain market
conditions may hold higher levels of cash. The strategies
diversifies investment styles that are used when investing in
the Australian and international property and infrastructure
markets tominimise the risk ofunderperformance shouldone
particular investment style be out of favourwithin a particular
investment timeframe.
Suggested minimum investment timeframe: 5 years
Standard risk measure: 6/ High

Ranges (%)Benchmark (%)Asset class

0–6020Australian listed
property

0–6035Global listed
property

0–6030Global listed
infrastructure

0–2015Unlisted property

0–100Cash

Australian listed property passive

Property Index

Aimand strategy: To provide returns over the long term in line
with an appropriate index by investing in property securities.
Exposure to this asset class will be attained through the use
of index-focused investment managers. The strategy aims to
provide returns that track the S&P/ASX 200 A-REIT Index with
net dividends reinvested.
Suggested minimum investment timeframe: 7 years
Standard risk measure: 6/ High

Ranges (%)Benchmark (%)Asset class

94–100100Australian property
securities

0–60Cash
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Australian listed property active

AMP Listed Property Trusts

Aimand strategy: To provide a total return (incomeand capital
growth) after costs and before tax, above the S&P/ASX 200
A-REIT Accumulation Index on a rolling 12-month basis. The
portfolio invests in property (and property related) securities
listed on the ASX, and may also invest in property securities
listedon securities exchangesoutsideofAustralia andunlisted
securities if listing is anticipated within 12 months. Under
normal circumstances this option must have a minimum
exposure of at least 90% to listed property, with at least an
80% exposure to securities listed on the ASX.
Suggested minimum investment timeframe: 5 years
Standard risk measure: 6/ High

Ranges (%)Benchmark (%)Asset class

90–100100Australian property
securities

0–100Cash

UBS Property Securities

Aim and strategy: The option aims to outperform (after
management costs) the S&P/ASX 300 Property Accumulation
Index ('Benchmark') when measured over rolling five year
periods. Eligible investments of the option comprise property
securities listed on Australian and international recognised
exchanges or those we reasonably expect to list within six
months. Theoptionmay invest in financial derivatives to adjust
exposure to property securities or tomanage investment risk.
Theoption canhold amaximumof20% international property
securities and a maximum of 5% Australian listed non
benchmark securities. If international property securities are
held in the portfolio, theywill not necessarily be hedged to the
Australian Dollar. The option aims to provide investors with a
growing and reliable income, plus capital growth, from a
portfolio of mainly Australian Real Estate Investment Trusts.
Suggested minimum investment timeframe: 5 years
Standard risk measure: 5/ Medium to high

Ranges (%)Benchmark (%)Asset class

80–100100Australian listed
property

0–200Cash

Global listed property active

AMP Capital Global Property Securities

Aimand strategy: To provide a total return (incomeand capital
growth) after costs and before tax, above the FTSE
EPRA/NAREIT Developed Net Total Return Index (hedged back
to Australian dollars) on a rolling three-year basis, by investing
inproperty securities listedon sharemarkets around theworld.
Securities in which the portfolio invests are diversified across
a range of asset classes, property sectors and geographic
regions. The portfolio includes investments in real estate
investment trusts and property securities companies across
theAmericas, EuropeandAsia Pacific. Theportfolio ismanaged
by an investment teammade up of on-the-ground regional
investment specialists based in Sydney, Chicago, London and
Hong Kong, implementing a research driven process that
integrates amacroeconomic (top-down) approach to regional
and country allocation, with a stock specific (bottom-up)
selection process.
Suggested minimum investment timeframe: 5 years
Standard risk measure: 6/ High

Ranges (%)Benchmark (%)Asset class

90–100100Global listed real
estate

0–100Cash

UBS Clarion Global Property Securities

Aim and strategy: The option aims to outperform (after
management costs) the FTSE EPRA/NAREIT Developed Rental
Net Return Index (AUD Hedged) when measured over rolling
three year periods. The option can invest in real estate
securities listed, or in the process of being listed, on any
recognised stock exchange in the developed or emerging
markets, cash, derivativesandcurrency instruments. Theoption
aims toprovide investorswith capital growthand income from
a diversified portfolio of listed global real estate companies.
Suggested minimum investment timeframe: 5 years
Standard risk measure: 6/ High

Ranges (%)Benchmark (%)Asset class

90–10090Global listed
property

0–1010Cash
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Global listed infrastructure active

AMP Capital Global Infrastructure Securities (hedged)

Aimand strategy: To provide total returns (income and capital
growth) after costs and before tax, above the Dow Jones
Brookfield Global Infrastructure Index (Australian dollar
hedged) performance benchmark over the long term. The
portfolio invests primarily in infrastructure securities around
theworld,with a focus on infrastructure companies operating
in developed markets, and may invest in infrastructure
companies operating in growing, emerging markets. The
portfolio focusses on companies that own and operate
infrastructure assets, derivemost of their cash flow fromthose
assets, and have liquid market listings on major global stock
exchanges. Investments are diversified across geographic
regions and infrastructure sectors, with a focus on fourmajor
sectors: energy – including electricity transmission and
distribution, and oil and gas transportation and storage,
transportation – including toll roads, airports and ports,
communication and water.
The manager may select unlisted securities only where it
considers that the security is likely to be listed within 12
months of its inclusion in the portfolio. The portfoliomay also
invest in other financial products such asmanaged strategies
where this is consistent with the investment objective and
approach. International investments aregenerally hedgedback
to Australian dollars. The portfolio may also use derivatives
such as options and futures.
Suggested minimum investment timeframe: 5 years
Standard risk measure: 6/ High

Ranges (%)Benchmark (%)Asset class

90–100100Global
infrastructure
securities

0–100Cash

RARE Infrastructure Value

Aim and strategy: The portfolio's investment objective is to
provide investors with regular and stable income, comprised
of dividends, distributions and interest, plus capital growth
from a portfolio of global infrastructure securities while
hedging the Fund’s currency exposure back to AUD.
The portfolio will aim to outperform a benchmark comprising
OECD G7 inflation plus 5.5% p.a. The performance objective
for the portfolio is to outperform the benchmark on a per
annum basis after fees, hedged back into AUD, over rolling
five-year periods.
Suggested minimum investment timeframe: 3 to 5 years
Standard risk measure: 6/ High

Ranges (%)Benchmark (%)Asset class

80–100n/aGlobal
infrastructure
securities

0–20n/aCash
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Alternative strategies

Who are these options suitable for?

Investors seeking returns above cashover themedium
termby investing in skill-based strategies or strategies
aiming to capture non-traditional sources of risk.
Returns are likely to be unrelated to the returns from
traditional share, bondandpropertymarkets andhave
thepotential tobe significantly different to the returns
of rising and falling markets. Investors should be
prepared for capital losses over the short term.

Invesco Global Targeted Returns

Aim and strategy: The strategy is a fundamental,
unconstrained, global macro style approach focused on
blending a diversified, value-adding set of investment ideas
into a single risk-managed portfolio. It aims to achieve a
positive total return in allmarket conditions, targeting a gross
return of cash + 5% p.a. with less than half the volatility of
global equities over rolling three-year periods.
The strategy invests in an underlying fund that is hedged to
Australiandollars. This underlying fundmay invest in equities,
equity related securities, debt securities, real estate investment
trusts (REITs), units of ETFs and other funds, cash and cash
equivalents,moneymarket instruments, andanyother eligible
instrument that could include indirect exposure to
commodities. This exposure to themajor asset classes can be
takenvia longandshort positions in theunderlying fund, both
directly and indirectly. All short positions will be taken via the
use of derivatives.
The underlying fund’s use of derivatives will create economic
leverage (not financial leverage) which under normal market
circumstances is typically expected to amount to between
100% to 350%. The underlying fund’s use of derivatives may
include exchange traded or OTC derivatives on currencies,
interest rates, credit, commodity indices, other eligible indices
or equities. Thesederivativesmay include credit default swaps,
total return swaps, swaps, forwards, futures and options.
This investment strategy and related risks are not expected to
change over the life of this PDS. In addition, AMP Life accesses
the strategy by investing in an Australian domiciled fund
denominated in Australian dollars run by Invesco Australia
Limited, through an AMP Capital trust.
Suggested minimum investment timeframe: 3–5 years
Standard risk measure: 6/ High

Ranges (%)Benchmark (%)Asset class

0–100N/AAustralian shares

0–100N/AGlobal shares

0–100N/AGlobal Listed
Property

0–100N/AAustralian Listed
Property

0–100N/AGrowth alternatives

0–100N/AAustralian Bonds

0–100N/AGlobal Bonds

0–100N/ACash

Winton Global Alpha

Aim and strategy: To generate long-term total returns from a
managed futures strategy by investing in exchange-traded
futures contracts and exchange-traded forward contracts
providing exposure to underlying investments such as share
indices, bonds, interest rates, currencies and commodities. The
option holds both long and short positions in futures. The
option will also hold cash and cash equivalents.
Winton’s investment solutions are based on the belief that
profitable investment opportunities canbe identified through
the application of advanced statistical andpattern recognition
techniques to large datasets. Winton uses these techniques
on large data sets to help understand howmarkets behave
and to develop mathematical models that are operated as a
largely automated computer-based investment system,
designed to take data as an input and turn it into signals from
which the investment manager can trade. A large part of the
system can be described as trend following or momentum.
That is, it uses statistical research to analyse market trends
and to establish trading strategies that aim toprofit fromeach
trend.
The investment manager manages the risk of the futures
portfolio inmultiple ways. The investmentmanager forecasts
volatility in eachmarket and the correlation betweenmarkets
daily in order to forecast the overall volatility of the portfolio.
This along with other risk metrics, including leverage,
sensitivitymeasures to a range of factors and various tests for
extrememarket conditions, help the investment manager
understand howmuch the portfolio could lose in adverse
environment.
This investment strategy and related risks are not expected to
change over the life of this PDS. In addition, AMP Life accesses
the strategy by investing in an Australian domiciled fund
denominated in Australian dollars offered by Macquarie
Investment Management Australia Limited.
Suggested minimum investment timeframe: 3 years
Standard risk measure: 4/ Medium

Ranges (%)Benchmark (%)Asset class

90–100100Growth
Alternatives

0–100Cash
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Passive

Alternative Index

Aimand strategy:Toprovide returns over the long termsimilar
to a customisedHedge FundResearch Index (HFRI) benchmark
by taking longand short positionsusingderivative instructions
such as futures linked to indices in multiple asset classes.
Investments are made across US and global equity future
markets (largeandsmall cap)USand international government
bond futuremarkets, currency futuremarkets and commodity
future markets. The strategy does not make investments in
underlying hedge strategies. Currency exposures are not
hedged back to Australian dollars and are instead used as a
value add strategy. The strategy is allowed to gear using short
positions – no more that 30% of the Net Asset Value of the
strategy. AMP Life access the strategy by investing in an
Australiandomiciled strategy inAustraliandollars heldbyAMP
CapitalandrunbythemanagerK2/D&SManagement together
with its affiliate, K2 Advisers.
Suggested minimum investment timeframe: 5 years
Standard risk measure: 4/ Medium

Ranges (%)Benchmark (%)Asset class

70–100100GrowthAlternatives

0–300Cash

Diversified bonds

Who are these options suitable for?

Investors seeking income-based returns above
inflation and cash over themedium termby investing
in Australian and global fixed interest securities
(including government, inflation-linked, corporate
bonds and asset-backed securities). Investors are
prepared for capital losses over the short term.

Diversified bonds

PIMCO Diversified Fixed Interest

Aim and strategy: To achieve maximum total return by
investing in Australian and overseas bonds, and to preserve
capital through prudent investment management. PIMCO
applies a wide range of diverse strategies including duration
analysis, credit analysis, relative valueanalysis, sector allocation
and rotation and individual security selection. PIMCO’s
investment strategy emphasises active decision making with
a long-term focus and seeks to avoid extreme swings in
duration or maturity with a view to creating a steady stream
of returns. The portfolio invests in indirect and direct
government, corporate, mortgage and other fixed interest
securities, the portfolio may also hold cash. It invests
predominantly in investment grade securities but may also
invest in non-investment grade fixed interest securities and
emerging market debt. The benchmark is comprised of 50%
Barclays Capital Global Aggregate Bond Index (hedged into
Australian dollars) and 50% Bloomberg AusBond Composite
0+ Yr Index.
Suggested minimum investment timeframe: 5 to 7 years
Standard risk measure: 3/ Low to medium

Ranges (%)Benchmark (%)Asset class

40–6050Australian bonds

40–6050Global bonds

0–100Cash
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Multi-manager active

Specialist Diversified Fixed Income

Aimand strategy: Toprovide a total return (incomeand capital
growth) after costs and before taxes, above the performance
of 60% of the Bloomberg AusBond Composite Bond All
Maturities Index and 40% of the Barclays Global Aggregate
Bond Index (hedged to Australian dollars) benchmarks, on a
rolling three-year basis. The strategy provides exposure to a
diversified portfolio of Australian and international fixed
income securities including government securities,
government-related securities, corporate securities,
asset-backed securities, cash, derivatives and foreign currency.
The strategy diversifies manager risk across a range of
investment managers by using a multi-manager approach.
Exposures are to managers who demonstrate competitive
advantages, within the various investment styles used when
investing in the Australian and international fixed income
markets.
Suggested minimum investment timeframe: 3 years
Standard risk measure: 3/ Low to medium

Ranges (%)Benchmark (%)Asset class

40–8060Australian bonds

20–6040Global bonds

0–100Cash

Australian bonds

Who are these options suitable for?

Investors seeking income-based returns above
inflation and cash over the short to medium term by
investing in Australian fixed interest securities
including sovereign and corporate bonds and
asset-backed securities. Investors are prepared for
infrequent capital losses over the short term.

Passive

Australian Fixed Interest Index

Aimand strategy: To provide returns over the long term in line
with an appropriate index by investing in Australian fixed
interest. Exposure to this asset class will be attained through
the use of index-focussed investmentmanagers. The strategy
aims to provide returns that track the Bloomberg AusBond
Composite Index (AllMaturities)withnetdividends reinvested.
Suggested minimum investment timeframe: 3 years
Standard risk measure: 3/ Low to medium

Ranges (%)Benchmark (%)Asset class

95–100100Australian bonds

0–50Cash

Core

AMP Australian Bond

Aimand strategy: Toprovide a total return (incomeand capital
growth) after costs and before tax, above the Bloomberg
AusBond Composite 0+ Yr Index on a rolling 12-month basis.
Theportfolio invests primarily inAustraliangovernmentbonds
and credit securities and theportfoliomay also invest in global
fixed income securities, and derivatives in global fixed income
markets, which may include a small exposure to emerging
markets. Exposure to global fixed interest securities will
principally be hedged back to Australian dollars. AMP Life
accesses the strategy by investing in an Australian domiciled
fund denominated in Australian dollars run by the manager
– AMP Capital.
This portfolio is anAustralian registeredmanaged investment
scheme, denominated in Australian dollars. This investment
strategy and related risks are not expected to change over the
life of this PDS.
Suggested minimum investment timeframe: 2 years
Standard risk measure: 3/ Low to medium

Ranges (%)Benchmark (%)Asset class

90–100100Australian bonds

0–100Cash
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Schroder Fixed Income

Aim and strategy: To obtain exposure to a range of domestic
and international fixed income assets with the objective of
outperforming theBloombergAusBondComposite 0+Yr Index,
whilst delivering stable absolute returns over time. Theoption
adopts a Core-Plus investment approach whereby a core
portfolio comprising of Australian investment grade bonds
(including government, semi-government, supranational and
corporate bonds) is complementedby investments in a diverse
range of global and domestic fixed income securities. The
targeted result is a defensive strategy which is broadly
diversified with low correlation to equity markets.
Suggested minimum investment timeframe: 3 to 5 years
Standard risk measure: 3/ Low to medium

Ranges (%)Benchmark (%)Asset class

20–100100Australian bonds

0-20N/AAustralian high yield
bonds

0–50N/AGlobal bonds

0–20N/AGlobal high yield
bonds

0–50N/ACash

Income

AMP Capital Corporate Bond

Aim and strategy: To deliver regular monthly income and
capital stability to investors over the medium term and to
provide total returns (primarily income with some capital
growth) above the Bloomberg AusBond Bank Bill Index over a
rolling three-year basis. The option aims to deliver to its
investors a regularmonthly income (whichexceeds the income
from term deposits and government bonds) whilst seeking to
provide capital stability over the medium term. The
option invests in an actively managed portfolio of corporate
bonds, focusing predominately on investment grade rated
corporate bonds in the Australian market and also has
exposure to global bond markets. Exposure to global credit
securitieswill principally be hedgedback toAustralian dollars.
The option may also invest in:
– asset backed securities andderivatives, preference shares,

convertible bonds, hybrid securities and loans in the
Australian market

– global credit securities, and derivatives in global credit
markets, which may also include a small exposure to
emerging markets

– non-investment grade rated securities up to amaximum
of 10% of the portfolio's investments

– unrated corporate bonds up to amaximum of 15% of the
portfolio's investments (excluding cash and investments
in the AMP Capital Managed Cash Fund)

– cash and cash-like securities such as bank bills
– government, semi-government, government guaranteed

or similar securities
– other financial products, such as securities andmanaged

funds offered by us or our associates, and
– privately negotiated bilateral transactions up to a

maximum of 5%. of the portfolio's investments.
Suggested minimum investment timeframe: 3 years
Standard risk measure: 4/ Medium

Ranges (%)Benchmark (%)Asset class

90–100100Australian bonds

0–100Cash
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Macquarie Income Opportunities

Aimandstrategy: Aims tooutperformtheBloombergAusBond
Bank Bill Index over the medium term (before fees). It aims to
provide higher income returns than traditional cash
investments at all stages of interest rate and economic cycles.
This option provides exposure to a wide range of Australian
credit-based securities (predominantly floating and fixed rate
corporate bonds, andasset-backed securities) and cash. Itmay
also provide exposure to global investment grade credit
securities, global high yield credit securities, emergingmarket
debt, hybrid securities anda rangeof other credit opportunities
when they are expected to outperform, and reduce exposure
when they are expected tounderperform. This option canhold
securities either directly or indirectly through investments
managedbyMacquarie andother fundmanagers. This option
may also be exposed to derivatives to implement its
investment strategy or to hedge risk. This option is generally
hedged to Australian dollars.
Suggested minimum investment timeframe: 3 years
Standard risk measure: 5/ Medium to high

Ranges (%)Benchmark (%)Asset class

20–100n/aAustralian bonds

0–40n/aGlobal bonds

0–40n/aHigh yield bonds

0–20n/aCredit – mortgages

0–10n/aCash

Global bonds

Who are these options suitable for?

Investors seeking income-based returns above
inflation and cash over the short to medium term by
investing in global fixed interest securities (including
sovereign and corporate bonds and asset-backed
securities). Investors are prepared for infrequent
capital losses over the short term.

Passive

Global Bond Index

Aimand strategy: To provide returns over the long term in line
with an appropriate index by investing in international fixed
interest. Exposure to this asset class will be attained through
the use of index-focussed investmentmanagers. The strategy
aims to provide returns that track the Bloomberg Barclays
Global Aggregate Bond Index hedged to Australian dollars.
This option is hedged to Australian dollars.
Suggested minimum investment timeframe: 3 years
Standard risk measure: 3/ Low to medium

Ranges (%)Benchmark (%)Asset class

95–100100Global bonds

0–50Cash
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Core

BlackRock Global Bond

Aim and strategy: To generate capital and income return for
investors seeking exposure to international fixed income
markets, includingAustralia. The portfolio aims to outperform
theBloombergBarclaysGlobalAggregate500 Index (Australian
dollar hedged) over rolling three-year periods. The portfolio
invests predominantly in international debt securities and
foreign currency exposures. These include a broad universe of
investment instruments,whichmay include someor all of the
following:
– any fixed income security, negotiable instrument, note or

other debt instrument issued or guaranteed by a central
or regional government (or their agencies), corporation
or supranational body

– mortgage securities including fixed rate mortgage pools
and pass-throughs, adjustable rate mortgages,
collateralisedmortgageobligations, forward contracts on
mortgage-backed securities and other transferable
mortgage securities, including structured products. cash,
receivables, time deposits (term deposits), certificates of
deposit, commercial paper, treasury bills, discount notes
and other money market securities

– asset-backed bonds
– repurchase agreements or stock lending on any eligible

investments
– any instrument whose value is derived from eligible

physical instruments, cash or currency exposures such
instruments include, but are not restricted to, futures,
options, interest rate swaps, cross currency swaps, index
swaps, credit swaps, credit default agreements and
forward currency exposures, and

– units in any managed or pooled investment vehicle
provided that the vehicle’s list of eligible investments
doesn't include any instruments outside the portfolio’s
eligible investments.

Suggested minimum investment timeframe: 5 years
Standard risk measure: 3/ Low to medium

Ranges (%)Benchmark (%)Asset class

0–100100Global bonds

0–1000Cash

Specialist bonds

Who are these options suitable for?

Investors seeking income-based returns above
inflation and cash over themedium termby investing
in Australian and global fixed interest securities
(including government, inflation-linked, corporate
bonds, asset-backed securities, sub-investment grade
securities, emerging market debt and derivatives).
Investors are prepared for capital losses over the
medium term.

Specialist - Income

Bentham Global Income

Aim and strategy: The strategy aims to provide exposure to
global credit markets and to generate income with some
potential for capital growth over the medium to long term.
The strategy aims to outperform its composite benchmark
over the suggested minimum investment timeframe.
Investments include, but are not limited to, Australian and
global hybrid securities, global high yield bonds, global
syndicated loans, investment grade securities, global capital
securities, asset backed securities, equities and derivatives.
Bentham aims to fully hedge any foreign currency exposure
back to the Australian dollar.
Suggested minimum investment timeframe: 3 to 5 years
Standard risk measure: 5/ Medium to high

Ranges (%)Benchmark (%)Asset class

0–75n/aGlobal bonds

0–30n/aHigh yield bonds

0-50n/aAustralian hybrid
securities

0–30n/aCash

Specialist - Opportunistic

AB Dynamic Global Fixed Income

Aim and strategy: The option is designed for investors with
higher risk tolerances andwhowant income returns exceeding
Australian bank bill rates over the long term by investing in
global debt or fixed income securities. It implements a global,
multi-sector strategy investing inabroad rangeof fixed income
securities. The optionmay hold corporate bonds, government
bonds, asset-backed securities, mortgage-backed securities,
closed ended mutual funds (up to 5% of the assets) and bank
loans located anywhere in theworld, including developed and
emerging countries. Up to 40% of the option’s assets may be
higher risk and rated below investment grade. The option
intends to hedge to Australian dollars most of the foreign
currency exposure of its debt and fixed income securities,
however up to 10% of the strategy’s net asset value may be
exposed to the risks and returns of international currencies.
Derivativesmaybeused tomanage risk exposures, invest cash
and gain or reduce investment and currency exposures.
Derivativeswill not beused for leveraging or gearing purposes.
Suggested minimum investment timeframe: 5 years
Standard risk measure: 3/ Low to medium

Ranges (%)Benchmark (%)Asset class

90–100n/aGlobal bonds

0–10n/aCash
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Franklin Templeton Multi-Sector Bond

Aim and strategy: To maximise total investment returns
consisting of a combination of interest income, capital
appreciation and currency gains. The benchmark for
performance comparison purposes is the Bloomberg Barclays
Capital Multiverse Index (hedged into Australian dollars). The
portfoliowill seek to achieve its objective by investingprimarily
in a portfolio of fixed income securities and debt obligations
(including convertible bonds) of government,
government-related, securitised and corporate issuers
worldwide. Sub-investment grade and non-rated exposure
may be up to 50% of the portfolio and may take the form of
emerging market debt or high yield credit exposure. The
portfolio may also invest in securities linked to the assets or
currencies of any nation. The portfolio may purchase foreign
currency denominated fixed income securities and debt
obligations, and may also invest in derivatives.
Suggested minimum investment timeframe: 5 years
Standard risk measure: 3/ Low to medium

Ranges (%)Benchmark (%)Asset class

0–100N/AGlobal bonds

0–50N/AHigh yield bonds

0–100N/ACash

Cash, Short-Term Securities and
Deposits

Who are these options suitable for?

Investors seeking stable returns and capital stability
by generally investing in bank deposits, bank bills,
corporate bills, and Commonwealth and State
Government securities.

Cash

AMP Cash Plus

Aim and strategy: To provide a return above the Bloomberg
AusBond Bank Bill Index on a rolling 12-month basis, subject
to the provision of the guarantee as described below. The
portfolio invests in a diversified range of investment grade
Australian money market securities, including cash-like
securitieswith short-termmaturities suchas primebankbills,
commercial paper and term deposits. The portfolio may also
invest inmedium-termsecurities including floating rate notes
and asset-backed securities. The portfoliomay use derivatives
suchas options, futures or forward rate agreements to protect
against risks, enhance returns or increase or reduce exposure
to physical investments where this is consistent with the
investment objectives.
Guarantee: AMP Life guarantees that the unit price will never
fall. This may mean that at times the unit price will not
immediately rise with upward movements in asset values.
Suggested minimum investment timeframe: None
Standard risk measure: 1/ Very low

Ranges (%)Benchmark (%)Asset class

n/a100Cash

AMP Super Cash

Aim and strategy: To achieve competitive cash-based returns
before fees and taxes by investing in awholesale deposit with
an Australian bank (currently AMP Bank). This is a crediting
rate investment option.
Suggested minimum investment timeframe: None
Standard risk measure: 1/ Very low

Ranges (%)Benchmark (%)Asset class

n/a100Cash

Please seeadditional informationaboutAMPSuper Cash
below.

Additional information about AMP Super Cash

Crediting rate you will receive

AMPSuperCash invests in awholesale bankdepositwith
AMP Bank. The crediting rate for the investment option
is linked on a daily basis to the rate of investment return
on that deposit.

The crediting rate equals that rate of investment return,
less the investment and administration fees, less an
allowance for superannuation tax. Current
superannuation tax is 15% for investment earnings in
super. These superannuation tax rates will change
automatically if the government changes the relevant
tax rates.
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The crediting rate can change at any timewithout notice.
The investment return based on the crediting rate is
accrued daily and credited to your account annually or
when you withdraw from the investment option.

AMP Bank deposit

In commonwithall Australianbanks, AMPBank is subject
to regulation by the Australian Prudential Regulation
Authority (APRA). Neither APRA nor the Reserve Bank of
Australia guarantees deposits in Australian banks.

The investment in an AMP Bank deposit for AMP Super
Cash will rank behind the secured creditors and direct
retail depositors of AMPBank in the event of itswind-up.
It is important to note, however, that AMP Group
Holdings Limited has provided an unconditional and
irrevocable guarantee that all of AMP Bank's debts will
be paid by it if AMP Bank is unable to meet any of its
financial obligations.

AMP Life does not provide a guarantee. Provided AMP
Life continues to value the wholesale deposit at its face
value, the investment return on the wholesale deposit
will be equal to the rate used by AMP Bank to determine
interest on the deposit. If for any reason AMP Life places
a value on thewholesale deposit that is less than its face
value, this will result in a negative crediting rate.

Term deposits

AMP Term Deposits

Aim and strategy: To provide stable returns with a low risk of
capital loss by investing in wholesale term deposits with an
Australian bank (currently AMP Bank). This is a crediting rate
investment option.
Terms: Currently available in the following terms: sixmonths,
one year, two years, three years, and five years (interest paid
on maturity and yearly for terms over one year). For terms of
one year and more, monthly interest payment option is also
available.
Suggested minimum investment timeframe: None
Standard risk measure: 1/ Very low

Ranges (%)Benchmark (%)Asset class

n/a100Cash

Please seeadditional informationonAMPTermDeposits
below.

Additional information about AMP Term deposits

Under the AMP Term Deposit investment option, term
deposits are available for five different terms:
– AMP Term Deposit 6 months
– AMPTermDeposit 1 year (monthly or yearly interest)
– AMP Term Deposit 2 years (monthly or yearly

interest)
– AMP Term Deposit 3 years (monthly or yearly

interest)
– AMP Term Deposit 5 years (monthly or yearly

interest).

You can only invest in the AMP TermDeposit investment
option by switching from an existing investment option.
Your monies need to be switched from a single
investment option into the Term Deposit investment

option. This means that if you wish to switch frommore
than one investment option into the Term Deposit
investment option, we will first switch your monies into
theAMPSuper Cash investment optionbefore switching
the consolidated amount into the Term Deposit
investment option.

Full details of the switch form and the crediting rates
currently on offer for each term deposit are available
from your financial planner or on amp.com.au.

There are a number of special features and restrictions
that are specific to the Term Deposit investment option.
You should read the following information carefully
before investing (including the information under the
headingwhat you need to know, and consider talking to
your financial adviser. The Term Deposit investment
option is available as part of a superannuation product
that is issued by AMP Superannuation Limited (the
trustee) and is not issued by any bank or other company.

Term deposit features

Aminimum investment of $5,000 per term deposit
applies.

Amaximumof 70% of your total account balance can be
invested in the Term Deposit investment option.

Since you are only able to switch into the Term Deposit
investment option from an existing investment option:
– existingmembers should complete the termdeposit

switch form, and
– newmembers should complete theapplication form

and the term deposit switch form. Your application
form should state that you wish to invest the term
deposit portionof yournew investment into theAMP
Super Cash option. You can use the term deposit
switch form to switch that portion into the Term
Deposit investment option.

Onmaturity of a termdeposit, you can reinvest in another
term deposit or switch to AMP Super Cash. If we do not
receive instructions from you, the default will normally
be to reinvest the term deposit and interest payable on
maturity in a new term deposit for the same term at the
rate current on the first Sydney business day after
maturity as detailed in thematurity instructions section.
However, if AMPLifehas ceased tomake the termdeposit
available or this would result in a breach of the overall
limit of 70% of your total account balance, thematuring
term deposit and interest payable on maturity will be
switched to the AMP Super Cash option.

Fees, charges, premiums and any applicable taxes that
are not directly related to your term deposit will not be
deducted from your Term Deposit investment option.
These will be deducted from your other Choice
investment option(s). It is important that you ensure that
there will be sufficient funds to meet these deductions
throughout thedurationof your termdeposit, otherwise
your termdepositmaybe closed early and interestwould
be paid at the adjusted crediting rate.

Partial withdrawals are only allowed from your Term
Deposit investment option if you close the term deposit
early (see theearly closureof termdeposit sectionbelow).
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MySuper and term deposits

You can invest in the AMPMySuper investment option
and term deposits at the same time. MySuper fees will
be deducted from the AMPMySuper investment option.
As themember fee for termdeposits cannot bededucted
from the AMPMySuper investment option, it will be
accruedand thencharged in the followingcircumstances:
– on payment of interest from the term deposit
– on break of the term deposit, or
– where you invest monies in any other Choice

investment options.

How and when interest is paid

Interest in the Term Deposit investment option is
determined on a simple interest basis – not compound
interest.

The following table summarises the timing for payments
of interest in the Term Deposit investment option:

Crediting rate paymentOption

Onmaturity6 Months

Onmaturity1 Year

Annually on anniversary2 Years

Annually on anniversary3 Years

Annually on anniversary5 Years

Monthly and at maturity1 Year (monthly interest)

Monthly2 Years (monthly interest)

Monthly3 Years (monthly interest)

Monthly5 Years (monthly interest)

Please note:Where a term deposit is set up for
example on the 15th of themonth, interest is paid on
the 15th of the next month unless that day is a
non-Sydney business day, in which case the interest
is paid on the next Sydney business day. Likewise, a
term deposit if setup for example on the 31st of the
month, interest is paid on the last day of the next
month unless that day is a non-Sydney business day,
which means that the interest is paid on the next
Sydney business day.

If a five year term deposit would mature on a
non-Sydney business day, it will instead mature on
the last Sydney business day prior to that day and the
reinvested deposit and interest will also be made on
that maturity date. For all other term deposits, if the
termmatures onanon-Sydneybusiness day, the term
deposit will mature on the first business day
thereafter.

Monthly interest term deposits

Under the Term Deposit investment option, monthly
interest term deposits are available for four different
terms:
– AMP Term Deposit 1 year (monthly interest)
– AMP Term Deposit 2 years (monthly interest)
– AMP Term Deposit 3 years (monthly interest)
– AMP Term Deposit 5 years (monthly interest).

How and when interest is paid on the monthly interest
term deposits

– Interest is calculated daily and paid monthly. The
interest on themonthly interest termdeposits is paid
into the AMP Super Cash option on amonthly basis.
Where a monthly term deposit is setup for example
on the 31st of themonth, interest is paid on the last
day of the next month unless that day is a
non-Sydney business day, in which case the interest
is paid on the next Sydney business day.

– Onmaturity of amonthly interest term deposit, you
can reinvest in another term deposit or switch to
AMP Super Cash. If we do not receive instructions
fromyou, thedefaultwill normally be to reinvest the
term deposit and interest payable on maturity in a
newmonthly interest termdeposit for the sameterm
at the rate current on the first Sydney business day
after maturity. However, if AMP Life has ceased to
make themonthly interest term deposit available or
if this would result in a breach of the overall limit of
70% of your total account balance, the maturing
monthly interest term deposit and interest payable
on maturity will be switched to AMP Super Cash.

– Uponmaturity, we will send you a confirmation of
the instructions we have followed.

Start date

A termdepositwill start on the Sydneybusiness day that:
– all information for the switch has been received by

us prior to 3pm Sydney time, and
– if you are switching frommore than one investment

option into the TermDeposit investment option, the
total amount to be invested in the Term Deposit
investment option is switched into the AMP Super
Cash option.

Your term deposit will be accepted at the applicable
crediting rate for that day, will be for the duration of six
months, one year, two years, three years or five years as
selected and will pay monthly interest if available as
selected by you.

What crediting rate applies?

If the crediting rate changes after you complete your
application form but before we receive all the required
information and, if applicable, have switched the total
amount to be invested into the AMP Super Cash option
then:
– if the crediting rate has increased we will continue

to process your application at the higher rate, or
– if the crediting rate has decreased we will contact

you to confirmyour application. Ifwe cannot contact
you within five Sydney business days, we will return
your switch request.

Crediting rates you will receive

Under a superannuation policy we hold, each term
deposit is invested by AMP Life in a wholesale bank
deposit with AMP Bank Limited (AMP Bank).
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The crediting rate for theTermDeposit investmentoption
is linked to the rate of return on the corresponding
deposit with AMP Bank, and will generally be equal to
that rate of return, less the applicable investment and
administration fees, lessanallowance for superannuation
tax1 (where applicable).

If your term deposit is held until maturity, interest will
normally be credited to your account using the crediting
rate advertised on theAMPwebsite on theday your term
depositwasestablished. This is referred toas thematurity
crediting rate. If for any reason your term deposit is
terminated before the end of its term, an adjusted
crediting rate will apply (see the adjusted crediting rate
section).

Adjusted crediting rate

An adjusted crediting rate applies in all circumstances
where your termdeposit is broken early. This rate reflects
the break costs and risks incurred as a result of the early
closure of the term deposit. The adjusted crediting rate
applies for the whole period from the start date of your
term deposit until the date your term deposit is broken.
The table below shows the crediting rate adjustments
before tax:

Pre-tax adjustment(i) (%)% of term completed

3.00 to less than 25

2.525 to less than 50

2.050 to less than 75

1.575 to less than 90

1.090 or more

(i) These amounts will be reduced on account of an
allowance for the superannuation tax,which is currently
15% for your super account. This rate of allowance for
superannuation tax will change automatically if the
government changes the relevant tax rates.

If you invested $100,000 in a term deposit paying
annual interest with a Maturity Crediting Rate of
4.13% pa for 12 months and you left after 50 days
then your crediting rate would be adjusted by 3%,
less anallowanceof 15% for tax, ie adjustedby2.55%
pa and you would receive $100,216, at an adjusted
crediting rate of 1.58% pa.

Please note: The above example is provided for
illustrative purposes only and is based on the factors
stated. It should not be taken to contain an estimate
or guarantee of the investment earnings or crediting
rates that you may receive.

Early closure of term deposit

Both youandwehave the right to close your termdeposit
early. In both situations, the adjusted crediting rate will
apply.

You can close a term deposit early at any time, including
to pay for a withdrawal (see below).

Wemay close your term deposit early if there are
insufficient monies in your other investment options to
fund any fees, charges, premiums, pension payments, or
taxes or to pay for an early withdrawal (see below). We
will write to you if your investments in investment
options (other than the TermDeposit investment option)
reduce to 10% of your overall account balance to remind
you that your term deposit will be closed early if there
are insufficient monies to fund any future deductions.

Any payment that is more than the total of your
investment in non TermDeposit investment optionswill
also trigger an early closure of your term deposit. If you
havemultiple termdeposits andweare required tobreak
at least one, thenwewill contact you and confirmwhich
of your term deposits to break. Until we receive this
confirmation, wewill not process your payment request.

We reserve the right to break term deposits early should
circumstances arise that might significantly affect the
value of one or more of the underlying wholesale bank
deposits.

Withdrawal

Upon early withdrawal or maturity withdrawal, your
investment in a term deposit will, except in the event of
death, be switched to AMP Super Cash.

In the event of a death, disablement, terminal illness,
financial hardshipor compassionategroundsnotification,
and for a family law split the term deposit will be broken
and the adjusted crediting rate will apply. Your funds in
the term deposit will be switched as follows:

Investment optionEvent

AMP Cash PlusDeath

AMP Super CashDisablement, terminal illness,
financial hardship,
compassionategrounds, family
law split

Maturity instructions

About six weeks prior to the term deposit maturity, we
will write to you and inform you that your term deposit
is about to mature. At that time you can provide us with
instructions for your term deposit. Your options are:
– reinvest the principal and interest payable on

maturity into anewtermdeposit at the then current
crediting rate for new term deposits

– reinvest the principal into a new term deposit, and
switch the interest payable on maturity into AMP
Super Cash, or

– switch theprincipal and interest payable onmaturity
to AMP Super Cash.

Wecanacceptmaturity instructionsonyour termdeposit
until 3pm Sydney time on the day prior to the maturity
date.

On maturity of a term deposit, if we do not receive
instructions from you, the default will normally be to
reinvest the term deposit and interest payable on
maturity in a new term deposit for the same term, the

1 Currently, the allowance for superannuation tax is 15% for your superannuation account. This rate of allowance for superannuation
tax will change automatically if the government changes the relevant tax rates.
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sameperiod for interestpayments (monthlyorotherwise)
and at the rate current on the first Sydney business day
after maturity. However, if AMP Life has ceased to make
the term deposit available or if this would result in a
breach of the overall limit of 70% of your total account
balance, thematuring termdeposit and interest payable
on maturity will be switched to AMP Super Cash.

Upon maturity we will send you a confirmation of the
instructions we have followed.

Impacts on your investment instructions

If you invest in the TermDeposit investment option, your
current investment or switch instructions may be
impacted as the Term Deposit investment option is
excluded from those instructions for the duration of the
term of the term deposits. This means that:
– your future contributions into, and/or pension

payments from, investment optionswill exclude the
term deposit investment option and any amounts
received and/or paid will be proportioned in
accordance with your future investment option
selection, and

– switch requests that are received for your non Term
Deposit investment options will exclude the Term
Deposit investment option and the proportions will
be calculated excluding the portion invested in the
Term Deposit investment option.

Risk of individual asset class

A term deposit provides interest at a crediting rate for a
period of time and may help to protect you from
decreases inmarket linked investment earnings, but you
may not be able to take advantage of any potential
increases in market linked investment earnings if they
occur during the term of your term deposit. If you break
your termdeposit prior tomaturity, investment earnings
will be determined at the adjusted crediting rate.

AMP Bank deposit

In commonwithall Australianbanks, AMPBank is subject
to regulation by the Australian Prudential Regulation
Authority (APRA). Neither APRA nor the Reserve Bank of
Australia guarantees deposits in Australian banks.

The investment in an AMP Bank deposit for AMP Term
Depositswill rankbehind the secured creditors anddirect
retail depositors of AMPBank in the event of itswind-up.
It is important to note, however, that AMP Group
Holdings Limited has provided an unconditional and
irrevocable guarantee that all of AMP Bank’s debts will
be paid by it if AMP Bank is unable to meet any of its
financial obligations.

AMP Life does not provide a guarantee over AMP Term
Deposits. Provided AMP Life continues to value the
wholesale deposit at its face value, the investment return
on the wholesale deposit will be equal to the rate used
by AMP Bank to determine interest on the deposit. If for
any reason AMP Life places a value on the wholesale
deposit that is less than its face value, this will result in
a negative crediting rate.

Features that are excluded for the Term Deposit
investment option

The following features are not available for accounts
invested in the Term Deposit investment option:
– contributions, withdrawals and pension payments

cannot be made directly to and from the Term
Deposit investment option. Rather, monies must be
switched from another investment option, and all
monies in the TermDeposit investment optionmust
be switched into AMP Super Cash.

– online switching is not available for members that
are invested in the Term Deposit investment option

– auto-rebalancing is not available on an account
invested in the TermDeposit investment option and
anyexistingauto-rebalancing facility is automatically
terminated upon investment in the Term Deposit
investment option, and

– the Term Deposit investment option does not have
full functionality on My AMP.

Any of the above transactions submitted for an account
that includes the Term Deposit investment option will
not be processed.

If youhaveanyquestions about termdeposits please call
us on 1300 653 456.

What you need to know

It is important that youunderstand the statementsmade
in this document about:
– investments in the Term Deposit investment option

not being bank deposits although they are backed
by a bank deposit and not being guaranteed or
underwritten by any AMP entity except as described
above

– the difference between crediting rates under the
AMP Term Deposit investment option and interest
rates under a term deposit provided by a bank, and

– the roles of the various AMP companies involved in
the Term Deposit investment option being made
available.
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DefinitionInvestment term

Active managers seek to outperform the relevant benchmark index by using certain techniques (eg
research, forecasting, opinion, and experience) to make investment decisions.

Active management

The difference in return above or below the return of the benchmark. Alpha estimates the value added
by a manager due to skill rather than luck (or randomness). A positive alpha indicates that a manager
outperformed the benchmark, while a negative alpha indicates underperformance.

Alpha

The average percentages the investment manager aims to hold in each asset class in accordance with
the stated investment aim and strategy. At any time the benchmarks are within the asset class ranges.

Asset class benchmarks

Theasset class ranges showthedegree towhich themanager canvary allocationsaround thebenchmark.Asset class ranges

A measure of the volatility or risk of a portfolio in comparison to the benchmark. It measures the
movement of a portfolio’s returns in relation to its market (eg ASX 200).

Beta

Investment managers using this investment style look for companies whose businesses are likely to
expand or “grow”. However, the share must also be reasonably priced or “good value for money”.

Combined growth/value

Investmentmanagersusinga 'core' style takea fundamental, bottom-upapproach to selectionof shares
without any pre-determined “value” or “growth” bias. In some instances a slight bias towards “value”
or “growth” can exist.

Core

Ameasureof credit quality. Bond-ratingagenciespublish issuer ratings that generally reflect the likelihood
that the issuer will default on interest and principal payments. Rating systems vary, however, bonds

Credit rating

rated A (AAA or Aaa) are of the highest quality, while those rated below triple B (BBB or Baa) are of the
lowest quality and are considered speculative or non-investment grade. Ratings are statements of
opinion, not statements of fact or recommendation to buy, hold or sell any securities or make any other
investment decision.

Dynamic Asset Allocation (DAA) is an investment process used to take advantage of short to medium
termvaluation opportunities by deviating asset allocation froma fund’s long term strategic benchmark.

Dynamic Asset Allocation

Growth investmentmanagers are primarily looking for companieswhosebusinesses are likely to expand
or “grow” via future earnings growth. An example of a growth company is one likely to increase its
profits year after year.

Growth

Growth assets (including shares, property, direct investment and alternative assets) usually have a
higher level of volatility than defensive assets and the asset values can change, sometimes markedly,
from day to day.
Defensive assets (including cash, fixed interest and somealternative assets) are less volatile thangrowth
assets, however their overall return potential is also lower.

Growth/defensive assets

The buying of a security, such as a stock, commodity or currency, with the expectation that the asset
will rise in value.

Long (long position)

The momentum investor believes that financial markets are driven by investor sentiment and this
generally results in trends in the market.
Investment managers exploit the market’s tendency to under-react to changes in the underlying
fundamentals of stocks. Typically, earnings upgrades or downgrades are not immediately reflected in

Momentum

the share prices of stocks. Thismeans that profits canbemadebybuying stockswith aprofile of earnings
upgrades from the market.

The multi-style approach uses a combination of investment styles such as enhanced index, growth,
quantitative, responsible investing and value to enhance diversification.

Multi-style

Investment managers using this investment style generally look to invest in under valued assets with
the expectation of increases in cash flow and/or value. Investment managers seek to produce returns

Opportunistic

from all available opportunities for an investment which can be triggered by situations that create
short-term opportunities.

The quality investor identifies securities based on the quality of a company. This is generally identified
through fundamental factors such as balance sheet analysis and management assessments.

Quality (qualitative)

The quantitative investor identifies securities based on mathematical and/or statistic modelling (eg
financial data such as earning per share).

Quantitative (quant)
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DefinitionInvestment term

RI is an investment which, in addition to accessing a company’s financial performance, may take into
account non-financial concerns such asworking conditions, human rights, social impacts, shareholders’
rights and, of course, the environment.

Responsible investment
(RI)

The sale of a borrowed security, commodity or currency with the expectation that the asset will fall in
value.

Short (short position)

Value investment managers will tend to buy shares that are out of favour whose price looks cheap or
'good value for money', while selling shares that are currently popular and appearing expensive.

Value
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